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SANTA FE DAILY NEW
1

SANTA FE, N. M., MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1889.

.

W1J.

SPITZ.

S.

:

Telegraphic Tidings

GOLD & SILVER

DELEGATES' JOUKNEY.

PINE FILIGREE JEWELRY

Plana for Sho w Ing the South American! a
Portion of the United States.

its wards and in several villages in that
ma
uycu iw.-evicinity tue streets anuwater.
A detachentirely covered by
ment of troops is engaged in providing
for the safety of the sufferers.
These floods, which aresteadily increasing, have resulted in great damage to the
crops, but no lives have been lo9t.
Governor Warren Not a Candidate.
30.-- The
Cheyenne, Wy. T., Sept. leaders
of
mouthpiece of the Republican
the territory has set the politicians guessing by announcing with considerable
not
positiveness that Gov. Warren will senbe a candidate for the United States
ate upon the admission of Wyoming into
the Union.
It has been understood all along that
the covernor would surely be in the race.
The organ says that business deters Mr.
Warren from entering tne lists.

I'itn.Ai)RLiTirA. Sent. 30. A train of
Pullman cars, which in appointments and
arrangements for a journey is believed to
be without precedent in the history of
mad
ra- jNortUSt wnnWiSi 1
prentaUo
win
hmuiuvm v..
nuiruauiug,
lf 00(19
Thnrwinv next bearinethe representatives
of American nations to the international
EMentlj D
Prompi1?
ani attl
conference to be called next month at the
The party are ttie
national capital.
guests of the government and are to be
taken over a large section oi tne vmwu
States in order that they may see and apTHE TARIFF AGA15T.
preciate to some extent the vast resources
DEALER IN
of this country.
The Pennsylvania Railway company Tbe Government Looking Into the Sub
ject A Report.
agreed to undertake the task of arranging
and rnrrvini? out the details for this un'
Baltimore. Sent. 30. ADDralser Shar- preeedented trip. It will be unique in at
least two respects, namely, in that there retts has transmitted to the secretary of
will be no change of cars throughout the the treasury his report in reply to a rePttOYISIOXS, PRODUCE, HAY, GRAIN.
entire distance of 5,406 miles, and that quest for a compilation of the best feaWfee
this will be the hrst known instance of thewtariff bills presented to congress.
where the railways have permitted as It recommends the protection of home inAND
entire train with its own engine, crew, dustries, but urges that raw material and
car load and etc., to pass from other roads over their goods not injurious to the United States
Sner-taltieand Potatoes received byHousehold
Grain
Hav.
lines.
finest
should be admitted free, especially when
for sale ?at towort market prices,
The amount of labor requisite to bring thev do not interfere with home industries,
Groceries, free delivery to my Customers.
is
when
it
such as wool, tin, salt and lumber. As
this about will be appreciated
known that within the forty-tw- o
days' foreign wool must be used to mix with the
will
over
the
train
domestic article to compete with the forpass
journeying the
main lines ol thirty aitterent roaus, pas- eign, it should be free, as the high cost
sing through the states of Maryland, Del- limits the production of raw wool here if
era
aware, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, New it is free mixed. The tariff of the senate
3
llampsiure, Maine, uonnecucui, vmu, bill is suDerlluous. but if the tariff on rawMichigan. Indiana. Illinois. Wisconsin, wool is to remain, a mixed tariff is
and there must be a pound duty
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri and
22
on raw wool, together with an ad valorem
Kentucky, twenty in all.
For the purpose of the journey the duty on manufactured articles.
Kailwav Company has
Pennsylvania
equipped a vestibule train of five sleepers,
DON'T WANT HIM.
a dining car and composite car. The
train starts from Washington next Thure-da- v Eastern
Feople Finding Ont How It Is
morning, and will go through Jersey
Themselves.
to
road
Shore
West
over
the
City and
West Point, where there will be a drill
EALEion. N. C, Sept. 30. Some days
and the unveiling of the portraits of Generals Grant, Sheridan and Sherman, ago Secretary of War Proctor wrote Gov.
which were presented to the Military Fowler in regard to the proposed removal
Manufacturer! of
of Geronimo and band of Indians to the
Academy by Mr. Geqrge W. Childs.
On the next morning the party will go western part of North Carolina. Saturday
to Now York on the cruiser Yorktown, Gov. Fowler wrote a reply. He says that
and from there by steamer to Boston, such a settlement of Indians in North
after which they will take their tour Carolina would create great dissatisfaction,
particularly if their location should be in
through New England and New York to the
western part of the state, on lands to
and
northwest
west
and
the
finally
MexWe euarantes fall satisfaction in this special branch of exquisite
several southern states back to be purchased from the Cherokee Indians,
through
be shown line
as proposed by the secretary of war.
ican art. -- All persons visiting our establishment will
Washington.
"These lands," he says, "are not reservaAn elaborate program of visits and
pscunenB of this work.
is laid out at many of the stop- tion lands, but were bought from the
state by the Cherokees, who are now few
ping places.
in number and will soon disappear, and
The Moffat Bank Bobbers.
the lands will then be settled by white
Santa Fe, K. M
Street
Man
n
people." The governor, in conclusion,
.PntBLo', Sept. 30. Pretty good
se has been obtained to show that the suggests to Sec. Proctor that the Indians
$21,000, of which David H. Moffat was be colonized in Vermont, a portion of that
robbed last February, was brought to Pueb- state being now abandoned by the white
8- - GBISWOLD.
H. B. OABTWBIOUT.
lo the next day and placed in a trunk people. The governor informs the secrewhich had been left the day before the tary that no happier spot could be chosen
robbery, at' A. B. Allen's pawn shop on for this purpose.
B street
It had been pawned by two
FAIR NOTES.
men giving the names of J. W. Loomis
and Charles T. Griffith. The trunk conSuccessors to 11. B. CARTWRIGHT & CO.
tained various articles and packages, also
Le Kov. the balloonist, is booked for an
Brothers and combined the two stocks.
tLtTinc ourthased the Grocery stock of Retwer
barometers and other expensive instru- ascension on Wednesday and Thursday.
e largest and most complete stock ol
to
ments. After tbe money is supposed
Actins Gov. B. M. Thomas and family
Iiavo been there ia the pawned trunk
for a two days visit to
several days the men returned, took a depart
The tbe fair.
package out and put in another.
Mrs. Schofield left yesterday for Albu
package taken out is suppoaed to have
been the money. According to the story querque to visit Mrs. Kalph Uolloran
they took out $1,000 ami left 120,000 in during fair week.
the trunk.
David L. Miller is on the ground with
' tr.hitii In store ana daily arriving, m imiiiwtn
We pay special attention to
left for Ogden, buying tickets specimens of Santa Fe anthracite and bi
the markets afford.
They
ot
Nut.
uuest
line
Confectionery,
from a scalper, and left the $1,000 with tuminous coal ana cone.
h FrltaToraneea. etc. We carry the
him on deposit, it being simply a small
with onr Grocery a first class Baker,,
Thursday will be the big day. and a
Fresh Bread. IMes. Cakes, etc., on sale.
package bearing no evidence of what it great many Santa Feans will go down on
end have at all time! time
In
the
their
for
customers
generous patronage
After
contained.
Thinking oor old
Ogden
they
reaching
new oue
train.
ast, we solicit the continuance or the tame and welcome all
sent for the package and it was mailed to Wednesday night'sof
San Pedro, has col
lh"
them. They also sent to Allen for the; Kichard Helen,
it was lected a cabinet of minerals from the mines
and
charges,
inclosing
trunk,
Commercially yours, CARTWRIGHT & GRISWOLD. forwarded by express with the contents. of that camp, and will exhibit it at tbe
Some time afterward a man pretending luir.
Col. R. M. Johnston will have some
to be a detective seeking information informed Allen that the trunk he had sent fine specimens of ore from his mining
away contained $20,000, and mat alter property at San Pedro on exhibition at
it reached ugaen ana was reiievea oi uie the fair.
DEALERS IN
Grant Rivenburtr left for Albunueraue
money it was burned with the remaining
contents. The pretended detective turned last night to put on exhibition at the fair
out to be Griffith himself. This was a samples of the 80,000 fine fruit trees in
little over a month ago.
his Santa Fe nurseries.
Among those who are booked for the
Here's More Trouble.
fair are Mr. and Mrs. R. h. Twitchell,
Chicago, Sept. 30. I. N. Morganstein, Adolph Fischer, E. B. Seward, S. D.
secretary of the Polish national alliance Baldwin ana Mr. itencner.
endowment insurance organization, is
AND MOULDINGS.
Mr. Arthur Boyle leaves for the fair to
reported as having absconded with about
He is vice president of the asso$6,000 of the company's funds. He is night.
help out by having a
also secretary of two Polish building as- ciation, and will
Wt carry the Largest and Best Assortment of Furniture in
sociations and fear h'as been expressed fine display of fruit at hand.
the Territory.
was
thatthey are also out. Morganstein
dinger's Roan Dick is on the ground
secretary of the Polish national and his condition is fair for the speed ring
general
eaah
as
for
direct
we
Also
the
lowest,
boy
ONLY.
ONE
AND
alliance of North America, which in- contests.
He will doubtless prove a
ftomthi factory. Goods lold on easy payments Vail ana ue couviucea.
cludes nearly fifty societies. The amount worthy representative of capital city
of money he has taken with him will
reach as high as $12,000. This represents
At this distance it looks as if Las Vegas
mostly the savings of very poor people. would carry the day in the hose contest.
Morganstein's election in- the first place It is hinted that the SuntaFe team, which
was strongly opposed because he was a holds the southwest championship, may
Wholesale and Betall Dealer In
Jew, but afterward he attended the challenge the winners for a $500 race.
Polish Catholic church in this city and
the objection was not urged against him.
ARMY ORDERS.
He has served two terms but was defeat- .
.Nil n H.
n1An,:nn Inn, n.AAU
of the division commander,
Bv
turning borne secured all of the alliance the authority
fine .U Whiskies for Family and Medicinal Purposes,
commanding officer at Fort Selden
funds he could, and presumably those of
Mathews,
the building associations that he was con will grant to Musician Charles
10, 11, 13 YEARS OLD.
nected with, and left. Warrants have company A, 24th infantry, a furlough for
Mr
X.
SANTA
with
ten
FE,
and
one month
permission
days,
sworn out for his arrest.
toro, West Side of Plaaa,
to leave the limits of the division.
of order, No. 110, Fort Union,
much
8o
Electrlo Bitters'.
1888.
8C8
as directs 1st Lieut. John H. Shollen-berge- r,
This remedy is becoming so well known
10th infantry, to proceed to Santa
and so popular as to need no special men
Fe, N. M., and report as a witness before
tion. All who have used Electric Bitters the
general court martial convened at Fort
sing the same song of praise. A purer Marcy by paragraph 1, special orders JNo.
medicine does not exist ana it is guaran
and upon completion to return to Fort
teed to do all that is clalnfed. Electric 86,
is confirmed.
Bitters will cure all diseases of the liver Union, of absence for one month is grantand kidnevs. will remove pimples, boils. edLeave
2d Lieut. C. V. Donaldson, 24th in
A. STAAB., salt rheum and other affections caused by
to take effect at close ot camp oi
impure blood. Will drive malaria from fantry,
near Fort Grant, on or about
instruction
well
cure
as
all
the system .and prevent as
16 proximo.
October
cure
of
For
malarial fevers.
headache,
1st Lieut. Almy, 5th cavalry, is ortarOMTKKM A Nil JIIHHKHM r
constipation' and indigestion try Electric dered to duty at Fort Leavenworth mili
Bitters.
Entire satisfaction guaranteed
relieving 1st laeuc. uook, lotn
or money refunded. Price 60 cents and tary post, who
will join his company.
$1 per bottle at C. M, Creamer's drug infantry,
The order convening a board of medistore.
cal officers at Washington is revoked.
Assistant Surgeon Burton is assigned to
Wyoming's Convention
David's island.
Chsyennb. Wy. T., Sept. 30. Mr, temporary duty at 2d
infantry, will reCapt. Daggett,
Barnkt of Johnson has precipitated i
bitter contest at the twelfth hour of the port to the superintendent of recruiting
convention by springing a proposition service at New York for assignment to
disfranchising the several thousand Mor- recruiting stations.
A court of inquiry consisting of Lieut.
mons of Uintah, Sweetwater and Fremont counties. Mr. Clark of .Uintah Col. Lawton, inspector general, and Capt.
lends the opposition. He is a prominent Ebstein, 21st infantry, recorder, will meet
into and
attorney; a very bright man and a hard at Jefferson barracks to inquire
causes of desertion
fighter. If the proposition i adopted it report concerning the
will bring out a big vote against tne con at tnat aepoiaunug wo inm jor.
In accordance with the requirements
st i tut ion, nence its indorsement is un' '
of general orders No. 72, current series,
likely.
Ktill- rnaaHnnovfrAva nl ril0 flTmV. BUIBLUUb
Mine Sale.
eral's office, troop M, 6th cavalry, is re'
Silvebton, Colo., Sept. 30. One of the lieved from duty at the U. S. Infantry
t
and most Complete Stock: vt' Oermmi jMextilianlM
The
most important mining deals that has and cavalry school, Fort Leavenworth,
been maae nere nas lust Deen consum Kas., and will proceed by rail to Fort
carried in the entire
mated in the sale of the Titusvllle mine Lewis, Uolo., ana mere uwb siauuu.
on Kendall mountain by Thomas M
THIS paper is kept on file at E. C;
Trippe to St. Louis parties for $350,000.
Dake'a advertising agency, 64 and 65
Floods in Mexico.
Merchants' Exchange, San Francisco,
City or Mexico, Sept. 30. The City Cal., where contracts (for advertising can
ol Lagos is party inundated. Id eight of be maoe lor it.:
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CLOCKS,

S1LVERWA8E.

mi
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Fancy Groceries
BRIDGE STREETS.

CORNER WATER
s

the

;

indis-pensibl- e,

WINEU

imported and Domestic.

1L EVIONDRACORJ

tt BRO.

Mexican Filigree Jewelry
PRICES MODERATE

Franc!'

evi-de-

REMOVED TO No. 4 IRIEMOVEr) TO

CARTWRIGHT & GRISWOLD,

mm.,..

,

"VeaUoionnon
""good goods

at reasonable prices.

Wagner & Haffner,

Queensware and Glassware.

PICTURE FRAMES

tTO

TBOTJBLB

cr.

TO SHOW

S

bartsch,
Tobaccos

Liquors, Wines, Cigars &

Z.

3

.1

NO. 188.
ft!

THE

welers

ISf
Carry the

fuuud at any point Iu ihe
sou tli
Nat Jv! "):1m,
(.
Navajo CJnriieU and Tur- quolKv la ffrcat vnrietj
tt e
employ onlj native norlt
itimen, aijfliu the ti.4n:-i-i--

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

Tbi powder never varies. A marvel ot purity,
More economical
ntreugtli and
than tbe onlluurv kluila, aud can not be sold fn
competition with llio muUlluiic- - ot low test,
short weight, alum or pbosphalc powders. SuW
only in cans. Y-Koyal ilukiug fonder (Jo., ICG
Wall street, N. -

Kily

OAIJTA FE

S. Lisa

ttti '

Shiii

our

ivui

kh,l.

ls,

American Watches,
Silverware, Cluckf and Optical floods alnu a npeclalty.
The only j.lute in Snutn Fe
wliore a Hue wattli can le
repaired uiouerly.

SANTA FE.,

New Mcx c

-

VsP

U

and made public.
Dnlzell's reply is very caustic. He says
hemmself published it for his own vindication, and adds:
"With the question of veracity it raises
between Sherman, Taylor, Harrison uud
others I have no further concern except
to offer to publish their letters to mo. You
have my sincere sympathy and your ene
mies my bitter curses.
"I have risked much to vindicate you.
even wrath and the curses of many of our
leading Republican journals. You have
more than repaid my services and sacrifices by exposing to the public your contempt for the intriguers who by treachery
and falsehood betrayed us.both, and with
us the entire comradeship who raised them
from a dung hill to the throne of power."
THE PRIVATE'S

Commencing

1888, the Wabash

Monday,

The llesilla Valley!
Ho must be blind indeed who can not see that
tion. Soekor3 after health, proGt anil pleasuro,
from the lakes to the Pacific const itre finding
Mexico ; and to these new comers, as '.veil as to

October

15,

Route, in connection

with the Union Pacific railway, Kansas
division, will run new and elegant Buffet
Pullman cars daily between unoyenno
Denver and St. Louis, via Kansas Uty
without change of cars. This makes the
shortest route between those points from
120 to 130 miles. Only ono change of cars
between Cheyenne, Denver and Cincin
nati, Louisville and all points south, Chicago, Detroit, Niagara Falls, Buffalo
Rochester, Albany, New York, Boston
and points east, Indianapolis, Akron
Uolumous, nttsburg, rniiaueipnia, Baltimore, Washington and all middle and seaboard states points. This makes the
shortest, fastest and most complete routs
in all respects between the west and the
east. The Pullmans are fresh from the
shop and are of the most elegant and
modern design. All connections at St
Louis are made in the Union depot.
The official schedqlo will be publishtc
C. M. Hash-son- ,
later.
Commercial Agent, Denver, Co.o

it is a most favored secr.fter a thorough search
their El Dorado in New
everybody else, the

i

MI

l'l.AN.

Washington, Sent. 30. Comr. Tanner's
letter to Private Dalzell was found to be
very readable and refreshing for official
literature. Private Dalzell's proposal to
be deputy commissioner gives interest to
a plan which he has submitted for carrying on the pension office. Ho thus describes it :
"First The pension office is clowned
with a half million unadjusted claims that
can never be reached at the present rate
till we are dead. And this is the evil.
Second The cause of it is that 241 special
agents go roaming around the country,
hunting up testimony in big bundles to
further overload the files, costing $400,000
a year all for nonsense, and 400 clerks are
busy all the time answering fool inquiries
that come to the pension cilice that ought
to be stuck in the fire unnoticed. Ihe
cause of the damnable muddle is the tech
nical rules, silly to the utmost, not only
useless, but oppressive They should be
cut out like a cancer. The war rolls
should be enough evidence after proof of
identification and surgeon's report. This
is the remedv :
'I propose to call m the 241 agents
and burn all letters of inquiry. There .is
a gain of 641 dorks to examine eases and
not a cent of iiicrease iu expense. Take
the $400,000, employ 800 men clerks
with it easy to do it at that price a
gain of 1,441 clerks. Now we have 2,100
clerks ; before we had less than 1,000,
and it has not increased the expenses a
cent. Now they can all work on the
cases.
'The rules codified, they can pas3
claims fast and clear the docket before
spring. This is my scheme, and it is
wholly mine, anu no disability or service
bills, or other fool laws, will apply."

3

For a place you can call home? You are tired, perhaps, of "quarter-sectio- n
farming," even though broad acres of the fairest portions of
Uncjo Sams' d'.'inain yet tempt j'ou to change your baso of operations
further west. Ten,
thirty or forty acres of Rio Grande valley
land will furnish you an ample and varied arena fur the display of tuus- cular ability, uhiio common scipc, taste and a modest capital will in
three or four yenra produce results eminently satisfactory to a man who,
to a laudable
for a reus. 'liable pecuniary return for his labor, carries with it a purpose that the balance ol Lis days shall, with his family,
be spent amid pleasant and healthful eunouiuiings. With these remarks, point wo to

PiTTumma, Sept. 30. rrivato Dalzell
gives to the press a letter which he has
written to Corporal Tanner in reply to tire
telegram from the latter asking him if his
(Tanner's) letter was stolon from Dateull

con

extends a cordial greeting, and invites a careful uud thorough inspection
of its
FINE CCLGNY LAHDS,
Some 2,000 acrc3 oi which are subdivided arid platted into ten and twenty acre blocks (from which incomes m be j.roduced equally as great,
not greater, than the avora,'e farms of eighty and 160 acres in the western and northwestern Etat?s),iuiJ all withia a ralius of one aad obg-ha- lf
miles of the railroad depots r.fc

CRUCES

LAS

MESILLA

AND

PARK

Some of these blocks are cultivated, or have bearing orchards and vineyards ; others not, Some have tasteful and modern cottages upon them ;
in others Nature has undisputed dominion. It's merely a question of
choice and money although the latter does not cut such a figure as
ono might suppose in these days of booms ; and our "long term payment and low interest" plan often adds a little spice to a transaction to
one who has an eye to the future. Warranty deeds given. Write or
call for plats and circulars. Command us for carriages or other courtesies within our power to giva.

J.

TAB PATTEN

K. LIVINGSTON,,

&

METCALFE

Local Agents,

Cenoral Acont,

Opposite Kallroad Depot
LAS CRUCES, NEW MEXICO.

Over 3d Nallunul Jiank.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
-- OF-

Santa Fe, Ne? Mexico.
President
Wm. W. CRIFF.,
PEDRO PEREA, Vice President
Cashier
R. J. PALE,

The Second National Bank
O.A-IPIT.A-

OF NEW MEXICO.
"
"
JPIvT-JIT 3?
D

.L

$150,000

Dues a general banking bnnlness and solicits patronage of tbe poblle.

W. G. SIMMONS. Caahier

L. SPIEQELBERR. Pres.

.TsTIEW

Try the New Mexican's new outfit of
material and machinery when you want
fine job printing or blank liook work.

Undertaking Establishment!
A. P. HOCLE

Old papers for sale in quantities to suit

Ila upcnnd M rmmis nn liridice filrerr. lias a full utock and will fumlih any
Orders ultemlid to lay or JNiglit.""'K
thing required at leadiinalilo rate.

at this ooice.

:arket

Fulton

!

West Side of Plaza.

W.

IF".

DOBBIU7

Well and favorably known to tho people of Santa Te, oilers bargaius
of all kinds in

Meats, Poultry.Truits, Vegetables, Fish, Eggs1
ETC.

Fresh shipments of everything In Ids line rrom Denver, Chicago, Kansas
City and the l'aeille Coast dally.

O ZSTERS

JNT) FISH .A. SPECIALTY

J. L. VAN ARSDELL & CO.

Gen'l Merchandise

"NEW ME3T

i

.

...

Sautiwii,

mi

s- -

PALACE AVE. A3
Oin. Gov. SHnec's

te the Corporal's Inquiry (boat
Making his Letter Tub-lie-

'

Uu-tren-

to

1ALZELL TO TANJ4ER.

STAAB & BRO.,

6an Francisco Street,'

nml riIi- -

l.tr-en- t

eit assortment of good h to he

deed's sarsnparllla purifies the blood,
builds up wealc and debilitated systems,
gives strength to weakened
HOOCl'S nerves, overcomes that tired
feeling, tones the digestive
8ar88PQ" organs, invigorates and reg
... . ulates the kidneys and liver,
expels disease, aud gives
vigorous lieallli. Young
M8K08
people say: "It is the best
medicine we ever took."
"
makes
Old people sayt It
ua feel young ngaln." So
good a medicine may well
be called "the true Elixir of life."
Head's Satnapar ilia Is sold by nil drug-gis- t.

Long Established

ii

uaU
wean
......
""'B

iSlxfor$9..Preparedby0.lliW

ft Ci aVpottwoule, LowiU, Mm.

OPrOHITK THK DAIXV SEW MEXICAN OVT1CM

,'

and
! made T Carriage and Hiding Horses. t.le Stoek
Sole A jrrf t . r.i r
Board and Core forHorses at treasonable Hates.
SANTA
l
Vat
Ohio, Hogg

Ha

The Daily New Mexican

THE MAXWELL LAND GRANT

y

b'jewmexicah pfjntiIjgIFj.
DhiW per year
iiiiHMltllH

TEUMti :
Week!..
year .fS.OO
5.00 Si.V in.u!):
... ,;e
LOO
3.00 Tb tee mouths

iT

IICMH)

month
1.00
f 1 1 month
cenls per week.
Daily lU'liverctl by earr!er
Vatta tur xtauduig adruitiuw:a made known
application.
AH eoimiiuiiu'imoiis Intended lor pulilteatiou
mart be accompanied by the writer's name and
address nut for publication but as an evidence
of good faith, and should be addressed to the
editor. Letters pertuiniutr to business should
be addressed to
Iskw Mexican lriMiiitf Co,
rianta Fe, New Mexico.
mT"Lntered ns second Class matter at the
Santa l'e 1'ost Ollire.
a1
tie Nkw Mexican is the oldest, newspaper iu New Mexico. It is sent to every Post
Oihee in the Territory and has a larire and growing circulation among the intelligent and progressive people of the southwest.
I

ic-

JFl

CITY

SDBSCEIBEE3,
Sir. II. O. Ladd has sole charge of tho city
circulation of the New Mexican, and all subscriptions must be paid to him or at this ollice.
City subscribers will confer a favor by report
of
Ing to this office all cases oi
papers.
MONDAY,

SEl'TKMBER

Mi).

It is

miilers.ood tliat the nppoiutinent
of a solicitor general for New Mexico is
to be uiado tliis week. Let her no.
Refekbino to the woikl's exposition in
1892, the San Francisco Chronicle asks:

"Where shall it

'

Why, bless you
right here in Santa Fe, of course.
"V,
His honor the t hief justice may be allowed to resign, and he may not. We
are of the opinion that he will be re
moved, in place of being allowed to re- sign.
be?--

!

Tun Albuquerque f:iir is fully deserving
of success mid the people of New Mexico
ought to aid iu milking it a success. It
under tho most favorable
opened
auspices.

The assessment of this county, exclusive of the Santa Fe Southern railroad
property, is for the present year $3,073,-OJan increase of !j3J0,(JOa over last
to be so.
year's assessment.
Hood holds the responsible position of
Democratic papers are still howliim
of the Congregational
superintendent
about Tanner. They were howling wt eu
work in New Mexico and Arimissionary
he was in oflice and now they urj diszona. Hisellbrts to remove Prof. Ladd
satisfied becuuse he is out. The crord
have injured himself, his church, Santa
seems hard to please.
Fe and the territory. Prof. Ladd has
An extra edition of 1.0JU copies to- suffered a great deal, but his character
As far as Hood
day. All tins benefits the city of Santa has been fully vindicated.
Fe, the tetritory of New Mexico and our is concerned, the most chaiitable idea
adverti.-ers-.
The Nkw Mexican is the taken of his action can not benefit him,
best advertising medium in the southwest. aud his usefulness herei.fter can only be
nil. Prof. Ladd's reputation is clean and
When submitted to the people the con clear. A good name is better than riches,
stitution just framed will be adopted. and he has a just claim to it.
That is certain and nothing can stop it.
COMMENTS
ON THE CONVENTION.
Our Democrat iu contemporaries might
A CREDIT TO LINCOLN COCNTY.
just as well devote their energies and
Col. T. W. Heman and S. S. Terrell are
space to something else. What is to be
home from the constitutional convention.
is to be.
Mr. Terrell is stopping
in the city.
The sooner a new chief justice ia place Messrs. Heman and Terrell were hard
members, and a credit to Lincoln
of E. V. Long is appointed the better will working White Oaks
Interpreter.
county.
the people like it.
SAFE AND CONSERVATIVE.
And the sooner
The tax provisions in the new constituanother United States marshal and another United States attorney for New tion and ttie imitations placed upon state,
corpora
municipal aud
Mexico are named the better for the peo tions
will not only strengthen New Mexi
will
inducement
an
also.
but
co's
credit,
ple
prove
to capitalists to invest in permanent imthe new states of South Da- provements which are so much needed,
kota, North Dakota and Washington, will especially in irrigation enterprises. It is
elect Kepublican state olliciula aud legis in all respects sale and conservative aud
an assurance to those w ho do invest their
latures; M ntana may elect Democratic money here that it is not the intention or
state odicials and a Democratic legislature, design of New Mexico to tax them out of
although the chances for Kepublican suc- existence. San Marcial Reporter.
THE SPIRIT OF FAIRNESS.
cess even in Montana have greatly inThe spirit of fairness In this constitucreased of lute.
tional convention was strongly shown
last Saturday afternoon w hen it accorded
A great many citizens of this country
to Socorro, Yalencia and Lincoln counof
are exactly
the opinion of the
ties, additional representation in the upl'ress, one of the leadiiig papers of per house of the state legislature provided for in the constitution. There was
the country, when it says:
a fraction of 7o4 registered voters in this
In the opinion of the Press Benjamin
in the senate. The
Harrison is making a sensible, able anil county, unrepresented
required number lor a senator was 1,800.
painstaking president and one thoroughly To give Socorro county due representaimpressed with the great responsibility tion for its large fraction, Valencia and
the people have placed upon him.
Lincoln, which had small fractions, were
attached and given a senator at large.
The Stock Grower is a firm believer in By statehood bocorro county will
an
the advantages of advertising and on this additional representative in thegain
lower
account is glad to state that the two fruit house and a sena or at large with Vulen- cars, sent out under the auspices of the cia ana Lincoln counties, under the
territorial board of immigration, are now proper apportionment the people of the
on their mission of good. These two ex- territory will be fairly represented. This
hibition cars oi'.ght to do New Mexico is a statement which the bitterest oppon
much good in advertising our resources ents of statehood can not
gainsay.
among the people of the central west. It WILL BE ADOPTED BY A LARGE MAJORITY.
was certainly a timely move on the part
The constitutional convention
has
of the bureau of immigration to suggest
which satisfies a
and aid in carrying out ttiis plan. Las drawn up a constitution
large majority of the intelligent citizens
"Vegas Stock Grower.
of New Mexico.
It is as
The bureau of immigration is doing broad and liberal as thecomprehensive,
constitutions
good and well directed work for the peo- of the most progressive states in the
ple of New Mexico, and the Stock Grower union, and so far as a constitution can
make a progressive aud prosperous state,
is eminently correct in its remarks on the the
constitution framed by the convenaction of the bureau.
tion is all that could be desired in almost
every particular. It seems to us that the
The credit ot the ten itory is excellent. only really objectionable part, if it Co ild
Its bonds are sold above par. The inter- tie called an objection, is the appointing
est on them is paid regularly. The sink- of our supreme judges instead oi electing
them.
ing fund for the redemption of the bonds
The provision made to protect the
is growing continually. The expenses of state from combinations, pools and
also the article as
to our
this territory are less than
of trust-- ,
public s hools, are wise measures that do
hat they were during any year under our
representatives great honor.
the alleged reform Democratic administratrie constitution will be submitted to
tion during the years from IjjS j to 18S9, congress at the coming session, and if
thanks to wholesome laws passed by a they grant an enabling act, there is no
doubt but this constitution w ill be adopt
Republican legislature and the honest ed
by a laige majority. White Oaks In
administration of territorial allairs anil
terpreter.
Republican olficials. The territorial inall ntoiiT.
The constitution is all right; now go to
stitutions are in good condition. The terwork lor tiie new state. silver City .En
ritory, considering even thing from an
oiticia1 standpoint, is getting along well. terprise.
CORRECT YOU ARE.
What is needed, however, to give it greater
The constitution for the state of Newitni e us towards prosperity and wealth Mexico will be submitted tocougress, and
when that body passes an enabling act
and increased population is that it become the
people of this territory will vote upon
a sTule. Then and in that case capital the constitution.
If the election was held
aud immigration of a desired sort will be this fall it would be putting the cart be'
fore
at
the horse,
great expense to the
quickly secured, the immense natural reCitueu.
sources of the territory will be developed territory. A Albuquerque
GOOD
CONSTITUTION.
and the vexed question of our land grants
The constitutional convention concluded
and land titles w ill be quickly and satis- its labors and made a
good constitution.
factorily settled as soon as we have two It now remains for congress and the peo
of
New
Mexico
to do the balance.
senators and a representative iu congress ple
Las Vegas Stock Grower.
fiijlitin for a proper and speedy recognition of our rights.
Statehood is what
Is Consumption Iuourable?
this territory needs, the rest will take care
Read the following: Mr. C. H. Morris.
of itself.
Newark, Ark., says: "Was down with
abscess of lungs, and friends aud physiChief liero Inio
cians pronounced me an incurable conWashington, Sept. 28. See. Proctor sumptive. Began taking Dr. King's New
will send a board of anny ollii ers with a Discovery for Coneumut on. am now on
ctmmillee of the Indian Rights associa- my third bottle, and able to oversee the
tion to conclude the purchase of a tract work ou my farm. It is the finest mediof land iu western North Carolina, where cine ever made."
Geronhno and his Indians, now in AlaJesse Middlewart, Decatur, Ohio, says:
bama, will be placed. The tract is near "Had it not baeii for Dr. King's New Disthe Tennessee line, and is separated from covery for Consumption, I would have
it by the Great Smoky mountains A died of lung troubles. Was given up bv
number of Cherokees are living there my doctors. Am now in best of health."
now, a remnant of the baud which re-- f Try it. Sample bottle free at C. M. Creamer's drug store.
uU to go to Indian territory.
J,
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New-Yor-

Agent for

IX

BAIN

MO LINE

&

Farm & Spring Wagons
AND

RACINE BUCKBOARDS.

J. R. HUDSON,
Uanufaotnrer of

Iti snnerlor excellence proven in million

Mexican Filigree Jewelry

I

homes tor more than a quarter of a century.
Import hvttiB United states Government. Ill'
dorsedby'thc deads of the Great Universities as

Kepalring ami all kinds of Betvlne Machine 8npplls.
A line line of Spectaoles and Kye Olaeites.
l'hotographla Views of Banta Fe and Tlolultj

ttawlug Maiihin

Sontli Side of Plaza,

SI . LOUIS

CHICAGO

KCW YORK.

A SPECIALTY.

WATCH REPAIRING

the strongest, rnrest, ana most neaiuiiui. vi.
Price's Cream Baking I'owderdoes not contain
Ammonia, Lime, or Alum, Boia oniy iu iturn.
fPTCK BAKING I'OWDHR CO.

SANTA FE, N.

M

JOHN GRAY,

Farm Lands!

REAL ESTATE ACEtMT
Fire, Life and Accident Insurance.

UNDER IRRIGATING DITCHES.

Collection of IConts and Accounts.

NOTARY PUBLIC.
Mountain

ice

near the

Lands

and

Vallev

FOR

Combines the juice of the Blue Figs of
California, so laxative and nutritious,
with the medicinal virtues of plants
known to be most beneficial to the
human system, forming the ONLY PER-

For the irrigation

-

of large irrigating canals have been built, or
are in course of construction, with water for 75,000 acres of land.
These lands with perpetual water rights will be sold cheap and on the easy
terms of ten annual payments, with 7 per cent interest.
In addition to the above there are 1,400,000 acres of land for
ealo, consibting mainly of agricultural lands.
The climate is unsurpassed, and alfalfa, grain and fruit of all kinds
grow to perfection and in abundance.

AND TO

the System
SO

Effectually,

PURE BLOOD,

REFRESHING SLEEP,
HEALTH and STRENGTH
Naturally follow. Every one is using it
and all are delighted with it. Ask your
druggist for SYRUP OF FIGS. Manufactured only by the
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.,
Eak Fiancuco, Cal.
.
Nw YoK. N. Y.
Bcrmt.l.c, Kv.

'

Warranty Deeds Given.

IlALl'H

K. TWITCHELL,
at Lew Splcgelberg block, Saata

Attorney

Now Mexico.

at

Ko,

CUPID'S HARNESS.

Cildersleeve & Preston,

Schumann Bldg, Frisco St.

T.

P. CONWAY.

CONWAY,

tiny,

Sugar-coate-

Bilious Headache, Constipation, Indigestion, Bilious Attacks, and all d
rangemcnts of tho Stomach and Oewsls,
K sants a vkU, by druggltUt

FIRST GUN
Grand Dlfplay of

CLOTHING
Pall mo

Winter.

HAWKINS,
1 .1. fltlVA
CAtv

r,....oAlnH
Prompt attention

UUHineSH lUirUHLCU

Sick Headache,

W. A. HAWKIH8.

0. O. POSEY.
POSEY &

IU

UUl UUO.

ln

We send goods to responsible persons
subject to examination and return if not
satisfactory. , Write for samples of cloth
and prices. We make a specialty of Mountain Clothing, Rubber and Leather Coats,
Htavy Lace and Top Boots, Heavy aud
Long Ulsters, Flannel Shirts, Klankets,
eic. We are complete outfitters for the
male sex.
.. ',
i
t;v , r
',

.

Skinner Bros.

&

'

Weight.

Avenue, Leadvifle, Colo.

F.

J. H. KNAKBKL.

CATRON.

W.

tllr

rtorvoua Dia enae,
if

J;I Rheumi&nl'rol?WpaltneM
Rvnl ',$2?
(JTOt

tteeFranoI

Cel.

Llrory and Feed Stable in connection In
rear of Hotel, on Water street.

Notai

Lawjer,

Public

and

States

United

J.T. FORSHA,

JULIUS H. GERDES,

CLOTHIER

loor,

Santa

irir.hMai
.i nun.v.

Cor Sal

by

& BEO.

Santa Fe, N.M

WM. M. BERGER
ON THE PLAZA.

DR. OWEN'S
UEfiS

ECTRIC BEL

AND SUSPENSORY.
Aua.
18, 1887.

:;:teo

.

Improved Feb. I, ISC"
DR. OWEirs ELECTS G
GALVANIC BODY BEL',
r
, Aft II BUbfUKSOKY
toe r
, guiruiefa w our

vHenous Bebility, Ou
tivenen, Kidney Ditsis.
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T. Si
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ndlaoretipni In HYouth,
Kid Life, in fot
lliBaprUluiri

or JPQital orgnni
i'rSKST TO KKSPOSBIH'.B
PA BTfKS
At A l'AIR OP

R.OWEN'S

J6t

J. W. OLINGER,
vn nractice in any

5

of mal or femali
10 OiVB TRlAl

OR

ri
rnrnirt iiiaai r
CLtUltllU iriOULCJii

vawm

pupiii.

sefor rase Uloit rated pamphlat, wblob will b
joq in plkUo naled cnrelope. Heotlon tola paptr, tddru
.OWSN ELEOTRIO BELT ft APPLIANCE 00.
806 North Broadway, ST. iMula. MC

RUPTURE

t

ECTRIC BELT

partof

AND TRUSS
COMBINED.

ELECTRIC

OT,l,XrtiCT?tir
M9-TX-

T

1

if

floottHNOi

lELT&SUSPEHSOfir
in

tturooie.

CURB

op

iwrninw ui

ISRAEL'S
.

' frr.VV rt A AT t7AWTl

n

Eleotrio Belt Attachment'

tut

oarml

u ant "iMit.attua PJPJ "JJf

"f

.Swissssr'

a wttb
and comfort. Tiia ourmild r itroag, VUln li tlid ontr
'iria !ruan anil Tu.lt
It
rrum
iur
dara. For Tdh daamntlon or
s'f BlaotroJaivanlo Deln, 3p)nl Applianeaa Trutaai t
ics aaod Be. for
illmtrated pawpblal which wtil
ron In ptaln sealed anveiop . Sold orilr by tbo
Wfiif .LEOTRIO BELT ft APPLIANCE CO,
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MINING

AND

-

Albuauerque,

''C

MILL

VWA,

MACHINERY

A

SPECIALTY

New Mexico.

3

SoU

Ovw

I

vtafc

MINING EXCHANCE.

UNDERTAKERS.

Practical Embalmer.
territory.

M

AND

Mapping
Surveying
IN ALL BKANCBES.
..
and U. 8. Deputy Surveyor,
hi. .T.fo..i.,,,i .ervlnes anywhere in New
resident,
L'Kugle'i
Dr.
Ollice at
Mexico.
Lower Ban Frannlsno street, Santa te.

ON

Real Estate, Insurance

SRbeumatlo iompliint.

L. SNOWDEN,

N.

IKON AND BRASS CASTINGS, ORE, COAL AND LUMBER CARS, SHAFT
INO, PULLETS. ORATE BARS, BABBIT METAL, COLUMNS
AND IRON FRONTS FOR BUILDINGS.

REPAIRS

Z. STAAB

&

E.

Santa Fe,

R. F. HALL, Secretary and Treasurer.

Standard Type Writer

.

Civil Engineer

-

Albuquerque Foundry & Machine Comp'y

and Mexican
relative to Spanish Klnttk.
stwond

UlUliC IU
Fe, N. M.

OF

HATTER AND MEN'S FURNISHER.

DB1TTIST.

Information
.
lSuu ijrituia.

CO.

Finest Mineral Waters.

PHYSICIANS.

i.

ST., SANTA FE, N. M.

San Francisco Street

Cominlssloner.

11. SLOAX, M. V.,
Physician and Surgeon.
.
i r i nvlAU'II I Itf . 1 ). .
Has moved' to' the east end of Palace ayenuo,
creamer a
cupied by Col. Barnes. Leave ordora at
irug store.

SAN FRANCISCO

.

Strictly Pure Lager Beer!

Propr

REMINGTON

Dealer in keal hhi aib buu jnmjio.
Special attention given to examiulug, buying,
selling or capitalizing mines or Corporations in
ood Large Kanches and Ranges, with and wlth- out'Btocu, ior saie.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, r. no

.

aid the

CLANCY

Attorueya at Law and Bolicltors in inChancery,
all the
junta Fe, New Mexico. Practice
une oi me mm mu u
Courts in the Territory,
at all times in Santa Fe.
n, u fif.AAW.

i

MANUFACTURERS

K. A. FISfKK,
Counselor at Law, P. 0. Box
Attorney
. and v, vr n..n,l.in. in .impomn mid
i, li
all district courts of New Mexico, bpeclal at tention given to mining aud Spanish and MexT. B,

Fresh and Salt Meats and Sausage of all Kinds

FISCHER BREWING

and Pool Tables.

Billiard

X

Life renewer
DR. PIEROK'B New Gal.
vuric CHAIN BELT wiU)
Eleotrio Suspensory, guar
antna thm niwt miw.irfnl.
.dnemblAfuld IMrfeot Ohol 0
nrM. Pnni
In
dun, without medicine,

Cigars

the courts ol the territory.

16th and Lawrence Sts., Denver, Colo.

.Harrison

M

AUGUST KERSCHNER, Propr.

given to all

We want the people to understand that
DENTAL SURGEONS.
our garments are guaranteed tn be the
Intent in style, of Ihe best manuroture, of
D. "W. MANLEY,
the beat materials an I cheapest la prl'-eWe do uot soli shoddy, sup
clothing.
We do not mark up our prices double and
li.41. Creamer'i Utag Store.
Uer HOURS.
then give SO per cent off. We do business OFFICK
tol8,8tn4
on busineas principles. We buy and sell
moreclothlnn In our Don vrr and Leadvi le mSAX. E8TATE AGENTS AND
stores than any other two concerns in the
state. We discount all bills and give this
WILLIAM WHITE.
profit to our pal rot s.
0. 8. Deputy Surveyor and 0. S. Deputy Mineral
tiiiKtravnp
NEW. CATALOGUE FREE.
Locations made npon public lands. Furnishes
.

&

Choice Wines, Liquors

fine

MAX FROST,
Attorney at Law. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
GEO. W. KNAKBKL,
Office In the Sena Building, palace Avenue.
Collections and Searching Titles a specialty.
KDWAKU L. BAKTLETT,
Office over
Lawver. Banta Fe, New Mexico.
coud National Bank.
HENItY L. WALUO,
Attorney at Law. Will practice in the several
courts of the territory. Prompt attention given
co all business Intrusted to his care.

11.

I

N.

FE,

DEALER IN ALL KINDS OF

LAWYERS,

Sew Mexico.

AS A LIVER PILL.
Easiest to take.
Cheapest,
Smallest, d
One
Pellet n dose. Curei

BANTA

I

ESTABLISHED IN 1859.

BlUKK.

Host women naturally look forwr.rd t
Bmtrimony as their proper sphere in life, but
inoy snouia corjsinmiy Dear in mind that I
fair, rosy face, bright eyes, and a healthy,
form, are the test pnssporti
to a happy marriage. All thoso wasting disorders, weaknesses, and functional irregularities peculiar to their set, destroy beautj
and nttrncllraiess and make Ufa miserable
An unfailing speciBo for these maladies is to
bo found in Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
It is tho only medicine for women, sold bj
druggists, under a positive guarautes
from tho manufacturers, that it will giv
satisfaction in every case, or money will bo re
funded. This guarantee bus been printed on
s,
tho
and faithfully carried
out for many years.
1.00 per Dottle, or Sil
Bottles for $5.00.

CTNEO.tr ALED

1

The City iVleat Market

HALL.

BILLIARD

AND

BAR

Law & Solicitor in Chancery

OVER FRANZ 8 IIAKUWAKK

OFFICK

Purely Vegetable
Perfectly Harmless

I

..

Specialties: Chaucery Cause9, Conveyancing
and Commercial Adjustments.
NEW MEX.
SANTA FE,
CHA9. F. EASLEV,
Register Santa Fe Laud Offlcel
Laud Attorney aud Agent. Special attention to
business before the U. 8. Laud Offices at fcauta
Ollice in tho First National
Fe aud Las Cruces.
Bank building, Santa Fe, N. M.

1

I

Plumbing, Gas & Steam Fitting.

Mm Ho

C1IAS. O. HAMPTON,
Attorney

DR. PIERCE'S PELLETS

STREET,

The Maxwell Land Grant Co
ATTOKNEYS AT LAW.

Med. Ass's.

P. SCHNEPPLE, Proprietor.

BAN FRANCISCO

HIA R D W A R E

For full particulars apply to

PROFESSIONAL CABDS.

World's Dig.

Groceries and Provisions.

DEALER IN

NEW MEXICO

Copyright, 18M, by

Bread, Pies and Cakes.

The A T. & S. F. railroad and the D., T. & Fort Worth railroad cross
this property, and other roads will soon follow.
These wishing to view the lands can secure special rates on the railroads, and will have a rebate also on the same if they should buy 160 acres
or more of land.

THAT

REISTT

SANTA FE, N. M.

THE SANTA FE BAKERY

one hundred miles

FECT REMEDY to act gently yet
promptly on the
KIDNEYS, HVER AND BOWELS

Cleanse

SAX-IE- .

the prairies and valleys between Baton and Springer

of

TYPEWRITER.

FOR SALE OR
PROPERTY
of Plata
East

Foot

Bide

lf

-

FRAlsTZ,
DEALKK

Hardware.Crockery & Saddlery

y

one-ha-

IE. ID.

A VINDICATION.

The vindication of somo well known
in our
citizens of Santa l'e made
columns, may well iutetest our readers.
Tho position taken by the Niv.v Mexicas
and the Christian Vniou of New York
iu January last, concerning the unjust
treatment of l'rof. II. O. Ladd by the
Cnncrecutiounl nssociationsof New Mexico
and Massachusetts has been abundantly
justified. The Iward of trustees of the
university of New Mexico has carefully
and patiently investigated, the statements
made by E. Lyman Hood against 1 rot.
Ladd, and has made a ieport completely
vindicating the latter.
Hood to all intents had accused Prof.
Ladd of being associated witli several
prominent citizens of Santa Fe for robbing a benefactor of the university of
New Mexico in land transactions and
professional services.
Furthermore, Prof. Ladd was charged
with having used funds of the university
of New Mexico dishonestly, and with misrepresentation of its work to the benevo
lent people who largely sustained it. lie
was also charged with trying to avoid the
of the
conseqtieuces of an examination
extensive land itrxchases and improvements made by him two years ago in
Santa Fe.
Prof. Ladd asked for a thorough examination of these charges by tho trustees of
the university of New Mexico. Hood accepted this tribunal and made written import to it. The trustees desired evidence
under oath concerning the charges from
accuser and accused. Hood failed to furnish such. Mr. Ladd, however, furnished
a mass of sworn and documentary evidence, also record evidence, the genuineness and correctness of which was clearly
established,. The proceedings have continued for several mouths. Hood's friends
were in force ou the board, but the array
of testimony was so overwhelmingly in
favor of Prof. Ladd that every item of
Hood's chaiges has been proven untrue,
whereas everythinj: alleged by Prof. Ladd
has been proved true. The findings of two
committees herewith published show this

"I"
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II
fDRY
J wCOODS,I II
nlu
CLOAKS,

nd trend with your order and .are .6 per cent. Write f
our Illustrated catalogue and price list. Order ycu
SUITS, etc., Irom the largest stoat iu toe West-- at Eastern prW.

I I Tf"
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THE McNAMARA DRY COODS CO.,
Colo
I6th
and California, Denver,

New Feed and Livery Stable!
OLD HERLOW STAND.

BUGGIES, SADDLE AND

BTJOGY

HORSES for hire on ReaionabU Term.

and Horses Bought and Sold
Wagons, Buggies
Trarelers. Leave
to
paelal attentionat

ontfltting
depot call, for hack, or .1ag-ga- g
or telephone from Creamer'
drng store.

the OW(

ROL. LOWITZKI & SON.

HENRY W. KEARSINC,

Assay er & Chemist
STONE BUILDING, CEKltlLLOS, N. M.

PRICES FOR ASSAYS:
Metal In Proportion.

Gold Si; Slrer li Lead Sis Copper flj Other
Special Contract to Mining Companies and Mill,.
be remitted with each Sample.

nut
ASSAYING in all its branches TAUGHT.
Ca.h

.

RAILWAY

TME

TABLE.

Mountain Timo.l
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & BANT A FE.
JiASl' U;JUN1.
May
Ko. !J.
El 1'aso
pm
...It

Ban Marcial
A&V J miction

Albuquerque

S:40

pm.
pm

:)

.

3:00 am
4:o0f ...Jar
5:00) aluj(lp

Wallace
Lamy

Banta Fe
Hauta Fe
Lainy
Las Vegas
baton

4:4(

l'i:S0
i:;;o
4:M
6:10
r,:oOj

2:05

WEST BOUNU.

..lv

Itaton
Lamy .
Santa Fe
Sauta Fe
Lamy
Wallace
Albuquerque
A & V Junction.
jau Marcial
ElFaso

CAPITAL

2:Hi am;
7:50 amj
ar 10:Mj

(1:05
9:35,

9:40'
dp 10:261
ar 11:25 am!ar 10:10
0:10 amidp H:25
dp 10:101
ar
y:"i
am ar 11:301
dp
dp 10::i5i
9:45

l:ut
1:20

11:10
1:10

1:65

6:00

Governor

Joasra
Bkadfoiid I'binui

I-

.

taccretary

.

isuau

K. fc. 'iwiTCHfcLL

Acting bolicltor lleucrnl
....Tuinidad AlaRID
pm Auditor .
Amtonio Ortiz y Salazar
pin Treasurer
Kdwaub L. Barti.ktt
Adiutaut General
pm
JUDICIARY.
pm Chief Jiihtlre Suprome Court
F. V. LOKO
pm AKNOCiatU JUSIR'tJ JKt U 1ST rail.. T. ll. " ititr.j.i..
district
M
Justice
V1.'; V?"
pm Associate
J. K. Mem
Associiitc JuBlice :W district
pm I'tvrildlinr Justice 4th district
...K. V.I.omo
pm II M llUlrlef. Attorncv
THOMAS hMITII
am
Romulo Martinez
it. S. Marshal
pm OlerK
SSummkbb
Buhkhakt
Supreme Court
LANP DEPARTMENT.

iiobart
Edward
Survevor General
J. H. Wai.ekr
tj, s. Land Register
Kervivur Public Moneys. ..James A. Sfbadlinu

SANTA FE SOUTHERN AND DENVER & RIO
GRANDE RAILWAY COS.
Scenic Route of tlie West and Shortest line to
Pueblo, Colorado spriugsKit.ana
N. M.. Muv 20, 1889,
Biuti
Mail and Express No. 2 daily except Sunday,

S,

U. S. ARMY.

Commander at Ft. Marcy, Col. Hrnry Douglass
Liklt. 8. . skvbi rn
Adjutant
.3...-.....- t
aiau auu express iu. i unuy ca,
I.ikct. Plum mf.h
Quiirtermastcr
Ar 7:46""pm ....SautaFc.N.M.... 7:.o am Lv Disbursing IJ. M
Cnpt. J. V. Sumnicrlioycs.
HAo ain
Max Frost
6:46 pm
Kapauola
Hurwiu of Immigration
Bec'y
2:45 pm
Serviletia. ..D 12:35 pra
.J.P.UcGbobty
U. S. Int. Rev. Collector
3:60 pm
12:10 pm ....Autonito.C'olo...
S 6:00 pra
HISTORICAL.
10:40 am B
Alamosa
8:40 pm
La Veta
7:40 am
Snntn Fe. the citv of the Holy Faith of
9:35 pm
6:10 am B
Cuchara Jo
11:30 pm
l'ueblo
4:15 am
St. Francis, is tlie capital of New Mexico,
2:20 am ..Colorado Springs.. 2:00 am
trade center, sanitary, archepiacopal
6:30 am
Lt 11:80 pm
Denver
9:20 pm Kansas City, Mo. 2d d 7:00 am
see, ana also tne limitary iieuiujimrKirs.
9:00 am
St. Louis. .... 6:45 pm
It is tlie oldest seat 01 civil ana religious
When
Ar 4:20 pm ,2d d.Denver, Colo ..I :30 am Lv government on American sou.
Lv 10:30 pm '.. .Chicago, 111. 2'ldl
6j0mAr Cabeza de Baca penetrated the valley of
12:40 am Lv
Ar 1:46 am ....Fueblo, Colo
1038 lie louna banta
4:15 am Lv tlie Itio Grande in
9:40 pm
Sallda
Leadville.. ...: 7:30 am Ar Fe a llourishing liueblo village. The hisLt 6:30 pm
settlement was
12:40 am Lv tory of its iirstMSuropeun
Ar 1:45 am
l'ueblo, Colo
4:45
am
9:40 pm
Salida
with most of the early records of the
lost,
6:00 pm
10:00
am
Grand Jo
territory, by the destruction ol an tne
7:15 pm Salt Lake City, Utah 7:40 am
9:15 am Ar archives in 1080 ; but the earliest menLt 6:40 pm
Ogden
2:45 pm Lv tion of it shows it then to have been the
Ar 6:30 am 2dday Ogden
Lt 8:00 pm San Francisco, 3d day 7:4", pm Ar
aud the center ot commerce,
Anil
ottico
licket
under cue apital
frolirht
came
all infor- authority and wtiuence. In 104
Capital Hotel, corner of plaza, where and
ticket the first venturesome American trader
mation relative to through freight
rates will be cheerfully given and through tick- the forerunner of the great line of merets sold. Through Pullmau sleepers between chants who have made traffic over the
Pueblo, Leadville aud Ogden. Passengers for
world-wid- e
in its celebrity.
Denver take new broad gauge Pullman sleep- Santa Fe
ers from Cuchara. All trains now go over Veta
TUB CLIMATE
and Comanche passes in davlight. Berths secured by telegraph. Chab. Johnson. Gen. Hnpt. of New Mexico is considered the finest on

nnrl

Mall closing going cast

Mall closes going west
Mail arrives from caHt
Mail arrives lrora west

r.

H.

lie liigh amtuae in
the continent.
sures uryness auu purity (.especially
darted to liie permanent cure of pul
monary complaints, as hundreds Will be
witness,) ana oy iraveung irom point 10
point almost any desired temperature
mav be enioyed. The altitude of some of
the principal points in the territory is
follows: Santa re, ,vi ; ijOBuiia,
74; Tierra Amarilla, 7,455; Glorieta,
r,S7: Taos. 0.9ol): Las Vegas, b,45;
Cimarron, (3,489, Bernalillo, 5,704 ; Albu
,uuo; i.aa
querque, 4,yi; Docorro,
Cruces, 3,844; Silver City, 5,946; Ft.
mean
xne
temperature
Stanton, o,8UU.
or. tlm crovernment station at Santa Fe.
for the years named was as follows ; 1874,
48.9 degrees; 1875, 48.6 degrees; 1876,
48.1; 1877,48.3; 1878, 47.6. 1879, 50.6;
1880, 46.6; which shows an extraordinary
uniformity. For tubercular diseases the
death rate in New Mexico is the lowest in
the union, the ratio being as follows:
New Ensrland. 2o ; Minnesota, i oouui- ern States, 6 ; and New Mexico, 3.

M.

4:lo
12:03

r.

M.
7:30
7:30
10:31

0:53

FRATEKNAL OKDEKS.
MONTEZUMA LODGE, No. 1, A. F. & A.
Meets ou the first Mondav of each mouth.
F. Easley, W. M.; Henrv M. Davis, Secretary.
FB CIIAPTKK, No. 1, R. A.
SANTA
Masons. Meets on the second Monday of each
month. W. 8. Harrouu, H. P.i Henry M. Davis,
Secretary.
No. 1,
FIG COMIWANDKRY.
SANTA
Knights Templar. Meets mi the fourthH.Monday
E.
K.
I'.
L.
Kuhn,
eaco
oi
C;
mown,
Dartlett,
Recorder.
SANTA FK LODGE! OF PERFECTION,
No. 1, 14th degree A. A. 8. R. Meets on the third
Monday of each month. Max. Frost, V. M.
CBNTKNNIAL ENCAMPMENT, I. 0. O. F.
Max Frost,
Meets second and fourth Tuesdays.
C. P.; P. H. Kuhn, Scribe.
2. I. O. 0. F.
PARADISE LODGE, No. Chas.
C. Probst,
Meets every Thursday evening.
H. G.l Jas. F. Newhall, Secretary.
No. 3, I. 0. 0. F.
AZTLAN
LODGE,
Meeu every Friday night. W. B. Sloan, N. G.;
A. J. Oris wold. Secretary.
SANTA FE LODGE, No. 2, K. of P. Meets
first and third Wednesdays. Wm. M. Berger CO.;
C. H. Gregg, K. of R. and S.
GEKMANIA
LODGE, No. 6, K. of P.
James Bell,
Meets 2d and 4th Tuesdays.
C. O.i F. G. McFarland, K. of R. and S.
NEW MEXICO DIVISION, No. 1, Uniform
Rank K. of P. Meets first Wednesday in each
month. K. L. Bartlett, Captain; A. M. Dcttlebach,
ECATHOLIO KNIGHTS OF AMERICA.
Meets second Thursday in the month. Atauacio
Romero, President; Geo. Ortiz, Secretary; C. M.
lodge, no. mi, o. u. o. o. f.
Meets first and third Thursdays. P. W. Moore,
N.G.; W. W.Tate, Secretary.
GOLDEN LODGE, No. 8,
Meeta every second aud fourth Wednesdays. W,
8. Harrouu, Master Workman; H. Liudheim,
lifloordsr
POST. No. 3, G. A. R., meets
CAULETON
first anc- third Wednesdays of each muuth, at
their ball, south side of the plaza.
M.
C.

&

two-thir-

We Can and Do
Guarantee Acker's Blood Elixir, for it has
been fully demonstrated to the people of
this country that it is superior to all other
preparations for blood diseases. It is a
positive cure for syphilitic poisoning
ulcers, eruptions and pimples. It purities
the whole system and thoroughly builds
up tne constitution. Sold by A. C. Ireland, jr., druggist.

disf-tise-

Fruits.
The New York Sun says : The California
fruit tra'de in this city has increased over
tenfold in three years, and the product cf
i acme slope orchards and vineyard is
now competing with tho domestic product
und beating it out of itslwota, so to speak,
in spite of 2,500 miles of disadvantage under which Californians labor in comparison with local growers.

Thnt HuHi'io;
Can he ko (jiiicUy cuicd
'
Vi.
We gnurii!!;!''' it.
"

cl iesi in

Cure.
'T'lu.ir.

mi!

ill':

J

it. its

(Il'Cl.fc

r.ll(,-l-l

jI'taiTJlonre,

C'Uil- -

ilDaa," ioif

i.i!i'V.
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Synod.
I!y order of tho jieiic-rc.- l
HcinMy, ti.o
the
(synod of New Mexico, eoaipv-'m-.- f
Presbj terit--s oi Arizon.1, 1'io Grande ami
Santa Fo, will meet at Aliniciwr.ine, N.
M., October 8, loo'.l, nl 7 ::'.) p. iu. Dele
gates wilt please notify Rev. .1. A. Meiiaiii,
Albuquerque, immediately of intention to
Ucduetiou of fare only on A.
he present.
& P. K. It., for wiiich apply to 11. M.
Uuchcller, general agent, Aii'U'Uie'npie.
( i. W.
KkiOij:, Convener.
New Mexico and Arizona paper wiil
confer h favor on members of synod by
copying the above not ice.

--

.a

fBSD

hercmoi!y yon n?d. Tltp.r tons np
p'l builc! up t lis
Miifl'erersls,! rum
?!i;rcitn. overwooU
niil f iu4
pyxiciM
lelict i'ruiu ien, A cly sugar euatodU
(l,o reuU H.Meiucti

JIuirttiiiK'
K.enlKt of

SOLO

JEVi;rWHIKE.

IMITECT

and CDHTBaCTOR

daily :tt

New roods uri'i vin

WINDSOR.

Miss ;UiitflC'r'.s.
AMTONiO
Santa Fe to Washington.
SEPTEMBER, 1880.
Tickets will bo sold by the Santa Fo
Sleepless Nights
Southern railway via the Denver & Kio Made miscrublo by thnt terrible covii:. close ftgurlng:
Grande railroad, to Washington and re- Sliiloh's Cure in the remedy for yod. C.
Creedmoor SHOOTING
modern methods :
Gallery
turn for one fare, from October 1 to Octo- M. Creamer.
mechanics!
ber 3, on account of the Knights Templur
Fresh hams, choice breakfast, bacon l'l!tit Nii.l
conclave.
fomltihed on
and tho finest of sausage, cheaper than
:iri eip,.n'l:uee solii ited.
the chcapca-t- at DobhinN.
Coal Outlook.
Oh FTC
Santa Fe, H. M.
,si
Lou
Eastern experts on the coal trade be- Wool.
Boulder, Colo., butler, tub butter, dairy
adlieve
for
AH
.J
that prices
Grand Autumn Competition
anthracite will
to i'i eta.
the eastern cities report increased
butter, cookini? butter, iroiu
GO
sales of wool nt stiff prices by manufac- vance rapidly. The policy of restriction per pound, at Dobbin's.
is
work.
at
already
who
turers,
still, however, seem desirous
iUtlitir.
AH who want choice selected dairy butc7
simply to fill immediate demands.
Very Unbecoming.
ter should Bend to i'oi.suu Jiros., ,,f Cur-- j
Lovely tints iu the wrong place aro reft oT lield, Kas. They will
Catarrh Cured
CO. D. at tne
Health and sweet breath secured by their charm. A loraon colored couiitumuice
lowest market price, (iive them a trial.
hrcth
siuioh's uatarrh Kemeay. iTice fifty the peculiar endowment ot our
H
it
cents. rasal injector tree. U. JW. Ureamer, rcn whq "hit tho pipe" Is unbccominK.
Peaslio's poiter ui;' Zand's 3'viivet
Wile
I'rices
irenl.
Lonewt.
Ouallty
going astruy, and tho inference is beer, 5 cts. a
suggests
!ass', at. tho t!oioradc
correct. I'aiu beneath tho ribs aud uliotilder Saloon.
rilnlcot Cuts AHlHj S OH llHlld.
A Growing Order
SANTA
ri:IS(.()
S'xJtKUT,
furred
FK, N. M
tongue,
The International Cigarmakers claim a blades, constipation, dyspepsia,
and sick headaches supplement this indication
Croup, Wlioopi:, C'cHigh
VartLculurs at the Gallery. South Hide,
Of
of
strikes
last
19,000.
membership
of tho bilious.
For liver complaint and its And bronchitis
near A., x. s a c itepoi.
immediately
multifarious symptoms, Hosteller's Stumneli
"Vlcdlcal
1IEXBY GERBEIt, Prop. year, eighty were successful and forty-on- e
Bitters is an infallible specific. It relaxes the .Shiloh'H Ciire. (I. M. Cream
lauures.
bowels sufficiently, but without griping or vio-

skilled

,

TO
ARTHUR BISCHOFF

s

MEATS

n

.

Aid

Private

lence. To the secretion of bile it (lives a due
Fine line of I'iittcrn
impulse, but banishes an excess of that safi'mn
iIiss 1
colored principle from the blood, sick head- opened
aches, sourness ot the breuth and fur upon the
Pure cider vinegar t E. Andrews,
tongue disappear when it is used. It renews
digestion, fortifies the system against malaria, cenls a gallon.
counteracts a rheumatic tendcucy, aud remedies
Inaction of the kidneys.
Grain sacks for sale, o cents eachMut
I

Symptoms Moisture; intense Itching
and stinging ; most at night ; worse by
scratching. If allowed to continue tumors
form, which often bleed and ulcerate, becoming very sore. Swayne's Ointment
stops the itching and bleeding, heals
ulceration, and in most cases removes
the tumors. At druggists', or by mail, 50
cents. Dr. Swayne & Bon, Philadelphia.

The old reliable merchant of Bauta
Fo, baa added largely to
his stock of

GENTS'
GOODS

F URNISHING

STREET.

J. W. OLINGER,

UNDERTAKER
and dealer In

Monuments, Headstones, Etc.

will be worth yonr while to eall and tict
my prices before going elsewhere.
Santa Fe, N. M
J. W. OLINCER.

OCPTF
or

fii-l

XptMlU'O,

.

st. i.ons, mo,

fi'ii,.iii--

atM'i't

i!

;i,'ui1t d

ur siniflf.

;'siih or iiiirojiritip.s.

Jt'.JU

:Mr7

THE OLO DOCTOR,
Why Will Vou
The president says that instead of prouy JIKUI. ur iiL UK' Ollii'C, lft'tr ol clil'''.
Cough vh'.'ii hlulolrs Cure will give
tecting himself from the Grand Army of you immediate relief. Price lucta., 00 Jtti'Retiabfe, Skillful Treatment
wV.o
ai;iriiin'nts fiirnislifil tolliBpciriru'
the Republic he would turn to it for o cts., wiul $1. O. M. Creamer.
1. O. ttanip lor
i.i! erf.
ilcir- pel
if
ever
he
one.
needed
guard
Milk 10 cts. a quart at tho Colorado
Dr. UnrJ Dfllci', 111 .'. 7(1) Stmt,
Saloon.
A Dnty to Yourself.
FurniMlieil House.
It is surprising that people nil! use a
For rent for six months from October
common, ordinary pill when they can secure a valuable ICnglish one for the same 3, a nicely furnished adobe house of six
.
, II
XV.
j
money. Dr. Acker's English pills are a IVJUllIil, III
P! I
Tt f.. 1, ,,.!.
positive cure for sick headache and all
liver troubles. They are small, sweet, ciiiHireu.
Kent nut
per momii. .ip- - qp ,e Liquor Habit, Positively uurea
. iwiaebel, agent,,
gy ADMINISTERINd DR. HAINES' GOLDEN SPECIFIC.
easily taken and do not gripe. Sold by ply or address Geo.
Santa Fe, i. M.
it can bs given in a cup ot coffee or tea. or In nr
A. C. Ireland, jr., druggist.
Itirlosoi food, without i lie knowledirc e tlie ''''Nhiloli'H Vitalizor
an t.ikinn it; it in abaulutcly liarmleso aud wiil
Trouble Ahead.
wlictlirr
Is what vou need for constipation, loss of ctV.xt pcnuauunt ami speeily
Serious race troubles are expected in i ppetito, .M iw3, and aU f.;.n,plons ol
We GUARANTEE
one in e,n vinvam.-cSumter and Choctaw counties, Ala. In dyspepsia, l nce ten ana feveiity-bv- e
ih'o
FREE. AM'lii CO. nidi enre.
these counties the negroes outnumber the cents per bottle. C. M. Creamer.
SPECIFIC
JUjRacs St., Cincinnati.
w hites almost ten to one.
THIS PAPKll is kept on iile at K. C.
Dake's advertising agency, til and (jj
For lame back, side or chest, use Merchants' Exchange, San Prancisco,
Shiloh'b Porous Plaster. Price twenty-fiv- e
can
Cal., where contracts for adverii.-sini-;
cents. C. M. Creamer.
bo made for it.
d.

(.

Kciema, Itchy, Scaly. Skin Torture.
The simple application of "Swayne's
Ointment," without any internal medicine, will cure any case of Tetter, Salt
Rheum, Ringworm, Piles, Itch, Sores,
Pimples, Eczema, all Scaly, Itchy Skin
Eruptions, no matter how obstinate or
long standing. It is potent, effective, and
costs but a trifle.

PRACTICAL

the brewery

As a Body Guard.

A Hard Fight On.
An intensely bitter fight has been raging between the French and German
Catholics of Polk county, Minn., for six
months, and Saturday night, St. Joseph's
Catholic church was destroyed by an incendiary.

And those In need of any article
in his line would do well
to call on hiim

ON SAN FRANCISCO

at

l'ilesl Files! Itching Piles!

SOL. SPIEGELBERG

HiIlllll.l1i1DO

'

i

LV

cm-e- .

The Chinese.
A New York Tribune editorial says :
Bishop Fowler is mistaken. The United
States, by an act of exclusion, has already
prevented the only Chinese invasion
from which there was anything to fear.

An Important Decision.
WE OFFISH VOl" WEALTH
and denied witli equal ve- By giving yon the current information
hemence that Snapper Garrison has been necessary to intelligently utilize your
means. 'For ijd.Oij. The Kansas City
The Iron Duke to his Soldiers.
discharged from the Belmont stables. The
n
paper,
"Do your duty," were the words of matter occupies columns of 'space iu the Weekly Journaiawxly-iourcolumcomplete in every feature necessary to
Lord Wellington to his soldiers just be- New York daily press.
can
M.uu
Ijo
hud
lor
make
it
fore the battle of Waterloo, and history
per vear. Those who have received tiiis
Advice to Slothers.
tells us how well they obeyed. The same
the campaign need
advice might properly be given to every
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup should valuable paper (luring an
no uitroduction. lo
oiiierswosay,iry
living man at this time. There are many always be used when children are cutting it. Hand
your subscriptions to the pubmen who. would do their whole duty in teeth. It relieves the little sufferer at
of
and
lishers
he will forward
this
paper
time of war or great need, but who sadly once ; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
same to us. Journal Co.. Kansas City,
neglect it in times of peace ; they would relieving the child from paiu, and tho lit- Mo.
gladly risk their lives for their country, tle cherub awakes as'rfthtas abutton."
but, when there is no such great occasion, It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes
neglect tneir plain, simple duties to their the child, softens the gum, allays all pain,
BUSINESS NOTICES,
God, their families and themselves. It is relieves wind, regulates tlie bowels, and
not for want of honor, not because thev is the best known remedy lor diarrhoea,
do not love their families, but from pure whether arising from teething or other
.Salt'smiMi
A TAXTKIi
to sell ((juris l.y suim- cents a bottle.
neglect ; as an instance, statistics compiled causos. Twenty-fiv- e
men- pic; (khI Mi'iny j'ui'l. Write
by the national authorities show that
tin I Mf(; Co., CinrinmtTi, Ohio, or C.hv n;'n.
A Young Culprit.
more deaths result from bowel complaints
ANTEP Salesmen, Wo wish n few men
than any other one cause, .except con
Charles Locke, aged 0 years, has been
onr iji.o Ih hy smii)l. to the w
to
more
one
not
than
yet
family
RU'l
sumption,
retuil ti'ii'i.'; t sulnry; laigot
sentenced to the state Reform school
in six is provided with medicines that
in
onr
stJimn:
iiue; jm lou t
will relieve or cure the diseases. It is from South Norfolk, Conn., for a term of WRffCM, w per uuy; piinnaneuE iiokiiiu moiiuy
L'entciJndvaiHMvi fur waiies, tulvertisiuf,',
for
child.
another
fifteen
fighting
years
the duty of every man to look after these
IJlILl .Mil?. Co., I'lliciJJIltHi, OlilO.
small matters and protect his family,
All
7ANnCI. lAy ftijents wnnterl to st'i tbt
October
15,
of
least
and he is certainly at
Commencing Monday,
guilty
V
Madumo WiiiiatriKon
corset.
I.arceal
criminal carelessness if he neglects to do 1888, the Wabash Routjj, in connection pale of any patent cornet in tho market. Uoorl
Manugfr, lty S. Mil ;
so. No one can plead poverty in this in with the Union Pacific railway, Kansas territory. Apply Aleuts'
Mreet. SaimLouis, .Mo.
stance, as the best remedy there is for division, will run new and elegant Duffet
C. M. UA10S.ON,
old mtiRaziiH'ri to be bound
the purpose only costs 25 cents. The ar Pullman cars daily between Cheyenne
WANTED 10,000
Mexican's book bindery.
uua O . . . VU .
U1. 0 VVIIV, Denver and St. Louis, via Kansas City
..UI
Coimiiorclal Agt
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. It is a without chango of cars. This makes the
10 Windsor ltlk.
PKNVnt, COT.O
certain cure for cramps, colic, cholera shortest route between those points from
morbus, dysentery, diarrhcea, bloody flux, 120 to 130 miles. Onlvonechanceof cars
m.
r
cholera infantum, the bowel complaint in between Cheyenne, Denver and Cincin
r
all its forms. No family can afford to be nati, Louisville and all points south, Chi?
I9J
y n cv -- a uicnau'3
without it during the summer months, cago, Detroit. Niagara Palls, Buffalo
Boston
New
life
York,
as great Buffering and even
may be Rochester, Albany,
saved by it before a physician could be and points east, Indianapolis, Akron
Do
not
medicine
summoned or
Columbus, Pittsburg, Philadelphia, Baltiprocured.
BALSAM
delay, but procure it at once, betore it is more, Washington and all middleand seaboard states points. This makes the
For sale by C. M. Creamer.
forgotten.EVERVTHINO
HEALTH.
SfllBIQIIBIl
MABIE, TODD & CO.'S GOLD PENS
shortest, fastest and most complete route
A Fen Scheme.
in all respects between the west and the
NEW, SEAT ARD FIRST CLASS
Fresh Candles a Specialty. Fine Cigars,
rticlnn'. Golden Balsam Xo. 1
Tennessee will sell her convicts for their east. The Pullmans are fresh from tlie
rooacco, notions) an.
Cures Chancrcfl, fin, and a :co:id bU'cs;
of
most
and
and
the
a'e
elegant
shop
and
ftor rjrn tho Leys
terms to the highest bidder. : The least,
East HIiIb uf tho I'lilia.
Bdy; dbore
All connections at St
modern
llifh hc.
KyoM, Nose, etc.,
or minimum bid she will entertain is Louis aredesign.
S.:alp, and a'l
made in the Union depot.
Syphilitic, aurih,
disca3o hnown as
$100,000 per year.
primary lorms c( tho CO
The official sfhedqle will be publisher
$,
Syphilis.
pnr Uotlc,
Irirp,
C. M. Hash-son- ,
later
Lh'
tiolfl 11 Hull nni So.ti
Will You Snffer
Cures Tort iary, Mcrcuria'Sypliritic
Commercial Agent. Denver, Co.o
"Proprietor.
Tains in tho Hunc?, l'stins in thfj
With dyfipepsia and liver comp'alit?
Head, hack cf tho IsVck, Ulcerated Suro
A Spanish Weekly Paper published
Vitulizer is guaranteed to cure
Shiloh's
con
lilt 'lm Hard.
Throat, Syphilitic Hash, Lumps and
at Santa Fe, ft. M.
tract t'(J Cords, Stiffness of the Umhs, an l
you. 0. M. Creamer.
lsw!it pVt,
The lightning that killed Edward Jac-eradicates fill d.sraso from the By.s:cra,
man, womat"
TERRITORY.
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o
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by
Meadville
every
'iuard
iu
lately,
Bnoklen's Arnica Salve.
and child
nvo rud
of Mercury, kavinsf tlio
OO per l olllc
ivants. Pcad
The best Salve in the world for cute, bone in his body and turned tlie flesh
SUBSCRIPTION RATES!
healthy. o'Priro
Ant
Zi?
Golden
SiuinlsU
uecoru.
ticl.au1
your a hire si
S mi)lll bruises, sores.' ulcers, salt rheum, fever black.
One Tear.as. 6 Mas.. SI.
Philadelphia
tor tho euro cf Gonorrhea, tllcct.
u two con, ttamp to The Stewart-Feli- x
and
sores, tetter, chapped hands, chilblains
Irritation Gravel, and all Urinary or GeniWatch Co., Denver, COlo.
tal difarmugementb'.
50 ior
Price
THE
On Friday afternoon Agent C. E. Van- corns, and all stun eruptions, and posi
;it:dy. uwilt receive a
linltlo.
cures pues, or no pay required, u dever and Special Agent Lewis arrived in
tively
X.p IticUftu'a Golden SpftnlsH Iu
('atalouc und full hu'tructinnji
PELTON WATER WHEEL ia cuaranteed to rive cerfect satisfaction.
f )r Ri'ivcro cast's of ii jrlorrli-hH to h
vou may otitala one
with
Jrtlon,
"jrilUinni'itoty filett, StrietUr:s,;c. Price
or money refunded. Price 25 cents per town from the Navajo agency
Gives the highest efficiency of any wheel
the
for
route
Roltl.?.
en
children,
tttrnntv.pivht.
$1
per
or sale ty u. m. reamer.
in the world.
box.
I.o IrtitliutiM Gohlott O'nf ment
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Discoveries More Valunblo Than Cold
Aro Santa Abie, the California discov'if the
ery for consumption and
throat, chest and lungs, and California
the only guaranteed euro for
catanh, cold in the head und kindred
complaints.
They are sold at if I pur
package, or three for $2.50, and are recommended and used by the leading physicians of the Pacific coast. Not secret
Guaranteed
by C. M.
compounds.
Creamer.

A great combine

Santa Fe is distant from Kansas City
miles; from Denver, das nines;
from Trsinidad, 216 miles; from Albuquerque, 85 miles; from Deming, 316
miles ; from El Paso, S40 miles ; from Loi
The ULOliE DUV ORE CONCENTRA
nceles. 1.032 miles; lrora ban uran- TOR will concentrate from fifteen to
isco, 1,281 miles.
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tons of galena ore per day;
twenty-liv- e
Thfi base of the monument in the and of
snlphnrets from seven to
light
correctgrand plaza is, according to latest
fifteen
tons.
For particulars address
ed measurements, 7,019.5 feet above the
Room 117, Phelan Building,
level of the sea; Bald mountain, toward
the northeast and at tlie extreme nortn- San Francisco Cal.
ern end ot tlie banta re nioumuiuu,
9.m fnet above sea level ; l.ako l eaic.to
the right (where the Santa Fe creek has
its source), is 12,045 feet high ; the divide
(Tesuque road). 7,171; Agua Fria, 6,480;
DEALER IN
Cieneguilla (west), 6,025; La Bajada,
CHURCH DIRECTORY.
.514 ; mouth ol banta re creen uiurui ui
Methodist Episcopal CuuRcn. Lower Pena Blauca), 5,225; SandiaOldmountains
Placers,
Han Francisco St. Rev. O. J. Moore, (highest point), 10,608;
Los Cernllos mountains (soutn;,
Pastor, residence next the church. Rev. 6,801 ;feet in
height.
Presbyterian Chubcu. Grant St. Clar- 5,584
rOINTS OF INTEREST.
George G. Smith, Pastor, residence
endon Gardens.
Tlmm are Home fortv various points of
Church of tub IIly Faith (EpisHay, Oats, Corn aud Bran,
or less historic interest in and about
Rev.
more
Avenue.
Palace
copal). Upper
llain Wagons, Buggies
Edward W. Meany, B. A. (Oxon), resi- the ancient city :
and HaroeBS.
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executive
an
as
has been occupied
part of the city.
Congregational Church. Noar the plaza,
mansion since 1680, the first governor and
University.
at
data
as
the
far
(so
captain general
Sandoval Street, Santa Fe N. Mi
hand reveals) being Juan de Otermiu
The Plaza Onate and De Vargas made
triumphant marches over this beautiful
oasis, the one in 1591, the other in 1693.
m iuu
Church of San Miguel.
16th century ; destroyed during tlie Pueblo
BOOK, STATIONERY AND.
THE LAND OF
of
order
revolution of 1680; rebuilt by
me
The Marques de la ienueia, in
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Another "D."
Joaquin Miller, who claims to have
given the territory of Idaho its name, says
thero should be two "d's" in it. A good
many who were tempted to the Caw
D'Alene mines five years ago, applied two
"d's" to the territory but there was a dash
between them.
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The Orange Trust.
betweeu the Florida
Orange Growers' uuiou and the Florida
exchange, which control
Orders bymail promptly attended to Fruit
of the fruit grown in that state, has been
effected at Jacksonville. They think they
SANTA FB, N. H.
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will be able to keep tlie price of fruit up
tne entire season. inia vear wui
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Tlie oiaest aweiiing
United States is located near San Miguel
church. It was built before tlie Spanish
conquest.
The ancient cathedral's walls are gradmodually crumbling and instead a grand old
ern stone structure is building. Tlie
cathedral was erected in 1761.
nirl Fort Marcv was lirst recognized
and used as a strategic military point by
the Pueblo Indians when they revolted
against Spanish rule in 1680 and drove out
the enemy after besieging the city for
nine days, xne American army uuuw
Kearney constructed old Fort Marcy in
1846.
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in mnkinz a steady modern growth ; has
now a population of 8,000, and has every
assurance of becoming a beautiful modern
are liberal and nter- Her

city.
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Path-Finde- r,

people

courage any legitimate undertaking hayiming for its object the building up and
provement of tlie place. Among the
present needs of Santa Fe, and for which
liberal bonuses in cash or lands could undoubtedly be secured, may be mentioned
a canning factory; a wool scouring plant
-- CURE
R
CAT-AND
SANTA ABIE
and a tannery. Skilled labor of all kinds
For Sal bj
is in demand at good wages. The cost of
O. M. CREAMER, Santa Fe. living is reasonable, and real property,
both inside ana suDuroan, is sieaouy ad'
Hi, V
Wy,.Yenlt tyenl, ftlbuquerie. X. vanclng in value.
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People Everywhere
our statement when we say that
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ACKer S uUglieu XVDiucuj' ieu cvciy ny
antterior to anv and all other preparations
for the throat and lungs. In whooping
f nnoh and crouo it is magic and relieves
at once. We offer you a sample bottle
free. Remember, this remedy, ia sold on
a positive guaranted by A. 0. Ireland, jr.,
druggist.
A Big Deal.
a
amount
of
Warranted to develop
given
the water required by any
is stated that the Northern Pacific
It
power with
other. Bend for circulars, Address
was recently offered $1,600,000 for its exWater
Co. mwM business, and that the oner was
The Pelton
120 First St., San Francisco. i a.
subsequently increased to $2,000,000, but
the company aecimeu to boh. .
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THB OtJD DOCTOR'S
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Guard Against the Strike,
And always have a bottle uf Acker's
TAmfidv in tlie house. You can not
tell how soon croup may strike your little
one, or a cough or cold may fasten itself
nnnn vnn. One dose is a preventive and
a few doses a positive cure. All throat
anil Inner troubles yield to its treatment
A sampfe bottle is given you free and the
remedy guaranteeu uy a. v. ueuuiu, jr,
druggist,,,
.
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the Dresent day is gar
risoned by three companies of the 10th
U. . infantry, under command oi captains Grecorv Barret, J. F. Stretch and
Duggan, and nere at y a. m. oauy occurs
guard mounting, a feature of military
mnnfiuverineever oi interest tome tourist.
.. ...
i
to tl...
uio tourist
Utner points OI interest
: tne
s
rooms
:
are Tne Historical bociety
"Garita," the military quarter ; chapel and
cometerv of Our Lady of the Kosary ; the
church museum at tne new cameurai, me
archbishop's gardens ; church of our Our
Ladvof Guadalupe witn us rare om worts
of art; the soldiers' monument, monuKit
ment to the Pioneer
Onrsou. erected bv the G. A. K. of .New
Mexico ; St. Vincent hospital, conducted
hv Sistera of Chanty, and tne urpnans1
industrial school; the Indian training
school; Loreto Academy and the chapel
of Our Lady of Light,
here may also taice
The smht-see- r
vehicle and enjoy a day's outing with
both pleasure and protit. The various The Greatest Mechanical Achievement of
modern Times.
pots of interest to be visited are Tesuque
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World.
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Monument rock, up in picturesque Santa Good for any head, above 30 feet and adapted
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everye'y
Fa canon: the Aztec mineral springs
WATER
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Nambe pueblo; Agua Fria village; the
Varying from the fraction of one np to 13 and 16
turquoise mines; place oi tne assassination of Governor Perez: San Ildefonso Inclosed in iron cases and ready for pipe con
nectlons.I:
pueblo, or the ancient cliff dwellers, be- for all kinds of , light running
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being of sufficient importance to pnrtic- must co to the polls and vote against the
THE
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ad iption of the coostitution.
signer!
William Haves Ward,
llev. Father Deracht conducted the
Chartered Pnrdona
New Corporal lull
adW. T. Tiioiinton,
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Cirauted und Kotailes .Nuuied.
Horatio
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Prof.
Joseph K. Roy,
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Complete Vindication of
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GlLllERT.
the same strain.
Eeadablo
0. Ladd-- A
The following is a list of new corpora-tiou- a ajout
The members of this committee, who re
Wanted.
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ported as above stated, that under the
tiling clmrtcr3 in tiio olllue of lUo
res"lution they felt that they w ere authorA good cook and laundry woman.
ttTi itoiinl seereiury :
ized only to examine tho new testimony
office
El Oro Mining & Milling Company-Al- bert Wages $3ir per month. Inquire at
in the to ascertain if it contained anything justiSuminerhayes, Spiegelberk block, Finding of the University Board
J. Gerhard, Oscar J. Gerhard and of dipt.
fying a change of the original finding.
Case of E. Lyman
Win. E. Althaiw incorporators; capital up stairs.
.Mr. Iliornton and Mr. liurnett stated
stock $1,000,(100. Principal place of
that but for this they would have found
Hood.
HOUND ABOUT TOWX.
business, !?t. Louis. The object of the
the lacts as reported by Mr. Fiske.
com pan v is to improve mining property
To the Hoard of Trustees of tho University of
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can
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45
Fresh
per
oysters
near Uillsuoroimh, and H. C. Trocer
ev oicin ui cniuu re, i iU.
At the quarterly meeting of the board
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Emmert's.
and W. (J. rurple, ot bierra county,
Santa Fk, N. M., Sept. 17, 1889.
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of
trustees
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anions the directors.
& Land
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are
and
the
busy.
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Company Directors, C. B. Eddy and
to report finally upon the in' tion and report tne charges made by Kev.
St. Michael's day was duly celebrated appointed
Alonito 'Lucky, of Eddy, X. M. ; J. II.
of this university,
of tho charges against Kev. E II. 0 Ladd, president
vestigation
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and
11.
A.
at
the
C.
E. Lyman Hood, lately secretary
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Eddy,
yesterday.
chapel
college
Lowe,
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against
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Lyman Hood, and the new ovidenee
H. Jacksou, C. C. Blodett, of Colorado
and now a trustee of the university, are of
The regular meeting of the Santa Fe had
stock $300,000. Its ob; capital
offered, made two reports. One was the opinion that.underthetermsot there
Springs
till
is
Hose company postponed
K4T.KI.INIIKU IB88
made by Messrs. Gordon, Bishop, Bur solution pursuant to which they are acting,
ject is to construct irrigating canals and
not the power to go behind the
water storage reservoirs iu the Pecos night week.
nett and Thbrton. who stated that they they have
made June 14, 1889, upon the same
vallev, the water to be taken out of the
Hon. W. W. Griffin left last night for believed themselves to have been
report
ap
Kio "Pecos t or nenr section 2, township
snhject ny your lormereommutee, aiessrs.
where lie will represent New
23 south, range 20 east, ditching both Topeka,
pointed to report only on the findings of Ward. Roy, Gilbert and Thornton, and
water
harbor
Mexico
at
the
gulf deep
sides of the river.
the former committee at the annual meet hence that they must confine their inUnion S.hool Company Incorporators, convention.
vestigation of those charges to that report
in June as affected by the new evi of
ing
M. W. Browne, A. J.'Bahney, Joseph
June 14, 1889, and such evidence rela
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E.
made
was
The
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other
H.
by
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il. Byertsand Thos. Austin, yesterday on the excursion to witness the
Price,
tive thereto as has since that report
it
considered
who
alii of Socorro ; capital stock $10,000.
been submitted by Mr. Hood to your comFiske, esq., chairman,
the Wholesale aod He'"
The Michigan Mining, Smelling, Mill- pueblo liesta of San Gerouimo, which is his duty to report upon the whole matter. mittee. A minority of your committee
believing & Concentrating Company Incorporprogressing there today.
These reports are not in conflict with dissent from that conclusion, and
the words of your resolution of
ators, Joel B. Horger, of Poutiac, Mich. ;
that
ing
of
of
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Full
this
vegeta each other, and a majority of the commit
year's pack
Nutiiuuiel C. Hughes andTnos. H. Hay,
reference sending to this committee such
of Pars'ins, Xew Mexico; capital stock bles, fruits and all kinds of canned and tee, Messrs. Fiske, Burnett and Thornton, former report carried as a part of such
$1,500,000.
prcstrved goods just in. Please give us a stated for record their belief in the truth report the evidenco referred to therein,
The Tres Ilernianos MiningCompany
call and examine our stock. W. N. Kni' of the minority report presented by Mr. and believing alas that justice to the reputation" of the contending parties, as well
Incorporators, John isliank, Alexander niert.
Fiske. Both reports are here given as as to the university, demands that such
D. Ilijigins, A. B. Smith, A. A. Keen, A.
Taos
Satur the final result of the investigation.
John Fewell returned from
A. Jones, Geo. W. llaitman, of Las
evidence together with the new evidence
The case wherein he is
Vegas; capital stock $50,000. Principal day night.
Your committee would respectfully
produced should be specifically pointed
oilice nt Las Vegas. The company is
with the killing of Bacheldor port that in their opinion tho findings of out so that this board and all others may
charged
at
San
formed to develop mining property
for themselves know the facts and thus
comes to Santa Fe county on a change of the former committee aro substantially be able to
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your board the several charges
business, Denver. Organized tocoustruct let anybody know it by advertising.'1 paoption of the same. We have consid made with a reference to the testimony,
railrouds in Colorado and New Mexico.
This is tho way the Albuquerque Citizen ered it our duty under the resolution to exhibits and papers bearing thereon, are
PARDONS.
looks at it.
examine only the former report and the considered in the order in which such
are made :
Wm. T. Woodson, convicted of horse
Mr. and Mrs. N. M. Noriloet came up new testimony since offered. Presented by charges 1, This
charge, relating to the
Charge
stealing in Lincoln county and sentenced from Wallace on Saturday to visit Capt.
. Gordon,
.
publication of articles in certain prom
September, 18SS, to a term of three years, and Mrs.
C. L. Bisuop,
inent newspapers, is denied by Mr. Hood
Hudson, and yesterday a sou
is pardoned on the petition of the district
and your minority committee does not re
II. C. Burnett,
judge and all the prosecuting officers, be- was born to them. Mother and child are
gard it as sustained by the evidence.
cause of his extreme youth, the condition doing well.
W. T. Thornton.
That the situation of Mr. Hood was such
being that he immediately leaves the terThe penitentiary board held a brief
The above resolution was adopted Sep that he might have written the articles
ritory und returns to his father at Buflalo, session this
therein set forth, and that he had an inW. M. Berber,
afternoon, und did nothing tember 17, 1889.
x. y.
timate knowledge of the facts published
from
few
L.
accounts.
The
sent
Las Vegas beyond auditing a
Louis
Osmer,
up
Secretary.
that one oi the articles was signed
We tiavw in stock a Hue of Toi in December, 1888, to serve one year for guard whose incompetency was noted in To the Board ol Trustees of the University of and
"II" the initial letter of his name, are not
is pardoned on petition from the
forgery,
Mexico:
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out
of
a
of
every dencriptioii judge and prosecuting ollicers and the ac- Saturday's
in the opinion of your minority committee,
job.
let Articles
Santa Fe, N. M., June 19, 1889. Your when taken alone or collectively, proof
Services fur the Jewish feast of the Day
also a full line of imported Ci cusing witness.
James Gaddes, under sentence from of Atonement will be read at the resi co'iimittee appointed to examine the satisfactory to it that Mr. Hood did write
accusations made by Prof. II. O. Ladd in or cause to be published the articles menguru, imported and California Socorro county and serving since 1885, Is dence
of Hon. Sol. Spiegelberg on Friday, reference
to the official conduct and tioned, and it therefore so finds.
pardoned on thestatementof Dr. SymingWine and Brandien.
of E.
Hood, without
Charge l. This cnarge relates to tne
ton, former penitentiary physician, and tle 4th proximo, at 7 p. m. All who wish statements to enterLyman
into any judicial or alleged giving of false and injurious in
presuming
Dr. Longw ill, present physician ut the
to participate are cordially invited.
extra judicial tiiul of the parties named, formation as to. President Ladd and his
he being afflicted with a chronic
Tickets for the deep water harbor con but in order the better to ootain
disease incurable while in confinement.
tnej work by Mr. Hood to the general asso
Joe Kee wasconvictedof embezzlement ventiou and the Knight Templar conclave facts as bearing upon what it may be our ciation of New Mexico and Arizona.Mr. Hood's reply to this charge is
at Albuquerque in March, 1888, and sen- at Washington are on sale at the A., T. & duty to do for the welfare of the univers
tenced to two years. An appeal w as taken S. F. local office ; also half fare tickets for ity, report uiub no uuvo cauiuiiicu mm evasive and wholly unsatisfactory, leav
the utmost carefulness the statements ing it to be inferred therefrom that he
and heard January, 1889, by the supreme
laid before us. We have considered only did make some of the statements therein
court but no decision was rendered. the territorial fair at Albuquerque.
in the case of Mr. charged to have been made by him, with
Chief Engineer Coleman, of the Santa the statements made
Nothing further can be done in the case
Hood, the papers in reference to Prof. out staling which, and that he made such
till January, 1890, and Kee having served Fe
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8au
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Chase not being in our hands. We find statements with good intent and tor good
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and
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in camp has delayed progress somewhat, Ladd against
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uumber charging him with having ut- Hood are however not defined in the
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Hon. W. H. Nesbitt and Col. Fletcher tered various false and injudicious
charge of Mr. Ladd or the answer of Mr.
The governor has made the following
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of notaries public.
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to these accusations, either acknowl committee therefore, as to this charge, is
O. D. M. Gad.lis, Las Palomas; W. S.
our line, consequently we defy Ryan, Lincoln ; M. A. Upson, Roswell; contracted to furnish tet bear within ten edging, denying or explaining his state- unable to find further than that it is not
in the several points where offense sustained.
.An..k.ll'.t. in ma.lif AJld itl F. H. Lea, Roswell; li. K. Lund, White days and Santa Fe gets only one out of ments
Charge 3. This charge relates to the
Oaks; Alfred Hunter, Upper Fenasco; lot. It is to be a grisly with the skin on was charged.
3d. Testimony offered by Prof. Ladd action charged to have been taken by
Francisco Sanchez, Kociuda; T. L. Look out.
in the form of a letter from a member of Mr. Hood against Mr. Ladd before the
Malta, Albuquerque; G. A. Bushnell,
C. M. Creamer returned Saturday night the Middlesex South association as to general association of New Mexico and
Clayton; C. H. Schlott, Santa Fe; John
were Arizona without notice and to the great
O. A. Carper, Las Vegas ; F. V.
from Sau Pedro, bringing w ith him rich whether the statements charged letter
Ladd.
W. B. Baly, Weed; F.
injury of the character r.
really made by Prof. Hood ; also a
of lead from the Black Hawk from Mr.
carbonates
statements
To this charge Mr. Hood in his answer
as
to
Manchester,
Saadoval, Bernalillo.
makes an unqualified denial.
It is now no longer doubted but that the made to him.
That some serious charges were made
4th. Evidence in the form of notes
carbonate belt covers a territory at least
Sjrup of tiga.
taken at the time by Prof. Ladd, offered against Mr. Ladd before the general assoProduced from the laxative and nutri- four miles long
niiles
wide.
It's
three
by
to prove that these statements were made ciation of New Mexico and Arizona and
tious juice of California tigs, combined
on which that association acted iu a sumwith the medicinal virtues of plants a second Leadville right now.
by Mr. Hood.
5th. The sworn testimony of Mr. mary manner without notice to Mr. Ladd
known to be most beneficial to the
Major Dick Strong, a genial old timer
human system, acts gently, on the kid- from the Cimarron with a whole lot of Ladd and others, with written accounts,' by suspending him from fellowship as a
etc., intended To prove that the state regularly ordained minister of the Conneys, liver and bowels, etl'ectually cleans- friends around these
diggings, came down ments asserted to have been made by gregational church, your minority coming the system, dispelling colds and
headaches, and curing habitual constipa- - lust night to place his son at school with Mr. Hood were false and injurious to mittee is constrained in charity for that
association to believe. Your committee
the Christian Brothers. E. Chavez, his Prof. Ladd.
We find that no evidence beyond his can not believe that without some supto
uei.
him,
coming
hbor,
accompanied
detailed answers was offered by Mr. posed serious charge that association
THE l'UBLIC SCHOOLS.
DAY AND
visit his sous at San Miguel college. They Hood, either to prove that he did not would have proceeded in a Bummary way
make such statements as he denies hav to the harsh measures it adopted. But
Booked to Open Mouduy NVxt n i h a Com- go down to take in the fair
made or to substantiate the state- what that association acted upon and upon
petent Corps of Teuohera.
of
Warren
Mr. Henry Brace,
county, ing
ments which he acknowledges having whose motion is not disclosed by the eviS. land office,
Before the board of examiners of coun Pa., special agent of the U.
made; the reason he lias given us for not dence before it. Mr. Ladd sought such
arrived here yesterday and w as introduced having appeared to testify is that he was information from the members of that
s
w
ere
school
teachers
twenty-sithere
ty
around by Receiver Spradling. Mr. Brace advised by his superior officers in the so- association, but the replies now before
applicants, seventeen of which passed
1
ciety which he represents not to appear, your committee to said inquiries are so
TEMPERATURE
To' be succeeds to Col. Coleman's duties. His (or the reason that they denied
very creditable examinations.
guarded in their language that nothing
can be inferred from them, except that
successful an average of GO per cent was headquarters will be iu the federal build'
We find from the evidence presented from their referring Mr. Ladd to Mr.
land division. There is a consider
03 J 9s
i
required. Two grades of certificates are iug,
ble amount of business, hung up for some uo proot m support ot tne accusations Hood for such information as he sought
for
candidates
second
The
allowed.
made except as hereinafter stated.
it is apparent that, though Mr. Hood may
which action will be expedited
-- 65 de
m- -l
We find it charged that Mr. Hood not havo made the charges before that
grade are required to pass a satisfactory time, upon
is
Coleman
to
Col.
stated before the Middlesex South asso association, he was a leading actor and
in orthography, reading now that a successor
examination
OS deg
ciation. That the trustees of the uni' fully advised of what took place in that
am
on the ground.
(English or Spanish), writing, composi
versity, named as Prince, Fiske, Thorn curious proceeding.. These replies are the
Mr. Wm. Cook Scott, superintendent ton,
tion, arithmetic, descriptive geography
Seligmdn, Spiegelberg, Gildersleeve, letter to Rev. G. H. Scott of H. H. Cole
60 del
6 4111
ana U. S. history, while the candidates of the Kio Arriba Land & Cattle com with H. O. Ladd, a Congregational minis of date October 29, 1888, and Rev. J. S.
for the first grade, in addition to these
is in the city to see his wife and ter, at their head encouraging them, were Jewett of November 8, 1888, to Mr. Ladd.
-- 33 den
branches, are required to pass a satisfac- pany,
and jobbing Mr. Houghton. Attention is also called to the letter of
son
little
safely started on a trip to En knifing
tory examination in English or Spanish
We also find that Mr. Hood in his answer Mr.' Hood to Mr, Ladd, substantially regrammar, physical geography and U. S. gland. Mr. Scott says the past season to the accusations denies making this ac- fusing to give the information sought by
constitution. The superintendent wishes Iiah hern a verv drv one on tlifi northern cusation. We find that a member of the Mr. Ladd.
it understood among school boards that
Oorrw'ted dally from
Ladd was by that assot
and grass will be hard picking this association present states "that the above
thermometer at Creamer's drug store.
he will not countenance the appointment range,
is
language, wimc was told us, ciation tried, convicted and sentenced
Already it has been unusually butinas rough
of any teacher w ho has not passed an winter.
to the exact words 1 neither affirm without notice or hearing,' and that Mr.
examination and secured a certificate cold along the upper Chama, ice forming nor deny."
Hood was then present as a member of
METEOROLOCtCAL.
folfrom
law
as
him
The
the
requhes.
The accusation that Mr. Fiske and that association participating in that reon Wednesday last nearly half an inch in
(
Orririt or Observer,
of
names
are
the
successful
the
Stniita Fe, N. M.. Septi'mbcr 30. imi
lowing
others had charged over $2,000 for exam markable and unjust action by which
candidates w ho passed a satisfactory ex- thickness.
S
ining titles for Mr. Houghton is admitted three men posing us teachers of Chrisg
of
office
sends
w
this
copies
ith
and
their
amination,
grade
Billy Guyer
average.
by Mr. Hood, while the evidence shows tianity deliberately and in secret meet3S
,
S.3 2.8
ice
He
the
is in
Falls
SO
C. F. Cbleholm,
papers.
that
First
Spokane
only $600 was paid for this purpose ing, without citation or hearing given to
grade
IJi?-- 7
'
"
91
James Fii'jau,
Mr. Ladd, attempted to stigmatize him
Mr. Fiske.
to
law
his
in
brother
with
there
business
'
'
"
B
James Conkliu,
p O
5
8j
I ? 3 ?" & 5
Mr. Hood acknowledges making the as unworthy to pursue his sacred calling
"
"
77
S.
Edward liuker,
V.
Indian
former
and Judge Welton,
"
"
statement that, so far ns he was aware, and thereby hold him up to the scorn of
86
K
b
87
Clotlills P. li. llurroun,
i:uua.ui.i M'.ffl
aaent. and likes it very much. He Mr. Ladd's c. n luct was contemned by the mankind,
"
"
m
4
N
27
is undoubtedly true; yet such
til)
Haviosiha,
30.11
Cloudy
6V.&6p.ni.l
"
"
Nestor Jlonioya.
8i
writes of having met there a Mr. Holman Christian church members of the city; was the secrecy of their proceedings and
'
Kaiiniliii Tenirature
"
K.
Miss
Agues
Hyan,
S8.
Minlinuis Temperature..
"
"
79
Miss hide Wean,
who years ago located the Cash Entry while evidence presented shows that this such the caution' with which the memTotal Precipitation
" "
Mif Annie Kagan,
87
was not true to the extent to which it bers of that association guarded their acW. L. WiriMKYKR, Sorfff., Bletial Corp".
"
"
07
mine in this county. Holman put money would seem to
Miss Aniiie Cliandler,
tion and closed to Mr. Ladd all avenues
Soto T indicates precipitation Inappreciable
imply.
MlM Emma Casse,
64
Second grade
and
a
at
lots
there
into town
$37.50
lot,
Mr. Hood admits" that he understood of information thereof, that your commit"
04
.MiMOenevevahustamaute"
D.
W.
.Mist
7a
Wean,
he is selling the same property at Mr. Seliginan to say that the Houghton tee can not find with certainty from the
ffl
" "
68
g Perfeeto
Gonzales,
if sold at forced sale, would not. papers,, letters ana evidence betore it
" "
(10
Luciano Valdez,
$1,500 a front foot. This is what Amen lands,
'
" "
69
alt. ltoou toon therebring $10,000,.af)d that he had so stated.. what spec.ihc-par- t
iienry Becker,
can enterprise does for the northwest.
Mr. Hood admits stating that there was in, and therefore do not report in favor of
I a. The public schools open for the winter
summer
in
no drought during the past
sustaining said charge. Your committee
term on Monday next.
PERSONAL.
the vicinity of Santa Fe, and that the does not report, however, that the action
lands
all
of
around
Mr. Hood in not protesting against this
new crops
the Houghton
lltmnloa Imila nnrl ntlior hlimn,a ova Ito
tar Chamber proceeding and is not adMr. A. M. Grunsfeld left for the east were as good as usual.. The evidence
ble to appear when the blood gets heated.
,
m
in the university of
proves this statement to have been in- vising his
.
rioou s f.onrsaparwa. last nkht.
io euro .1uiem iaK TTii
correct and that there was a drought and the trap prepared for him, and also in not
for
business
a
left
Staab
A.
Mr.
trip bad crops.
subsequently furnishing him with such
OPPOSED TO IT.
south last night.
Mr. Hood admits stating that there was information as to that proceeding as he
Assessor Yrissarri returned from Albu no rise in Santa Fe real estate, other than possesses, so that Mr. Ladd might adThe Catholic Clergy Criticise the State auerouo last
that made by the improvident purchases visedly prepare his defense to whatever
night.
of Mr. Ladd. This statement is proved may have then been alleged against him,
MovemeDBt from the Pol pit.
G. G. Gans, live stock inspector at not to be true, the evidence showing that is
worthy of severe condemnation as unRaton, is in the city.
there was a a slight rise before Mr. Ladd christian and showing an utter indifferIn the course of their sermons
Hon. T. B. Catron left last night to at made any purchases and from 'Other ence to the reputation and standing of
the clergymen at the cathedral and
causes.
Mr. Ladd, as well as of the university of
tend court at Las Cruces.
Mr. Hood denies having said anything which Mr. Ladd was president and well
at San Miguel chapel took occasion to
Mrs. W. L. Jones has gone on a visit to Mr. Manchester about Mr. Ladd or his known to be an active
an influential
refer to the move now so auspiciously
Mr. worker.
to friends at St. Paul, St. Louis and connection with the university.
begun, looking to the admission of New Chicago.
in its general
is
4.
Manchester states in a letter that "he
This
charge
Charge
Mexico as a state. No reference was
said what cave me the impres statement similar toeharge 3. SpecificalN. S. GoJdsworthy, of Wichita,- Kas., certainly
sion that Mr. Ladd was no longer presi ly it is that Mr Hood reported that Mr.
made to it at Guadalupe church. At the
has taken a clerkship in the Santa Fe dent of the university."
Ladd has fled the territory to escape a
cathedral Rev. P. Eguilkm, Vicar Reueral,
office.
Mr. Hood, admits stating that Mr. meeting with the agent of Air. Houghton.
-- spoke of the constitution Just framed and Southern ticket
s
e
a
Mr. Ladd has abundantly established the
0
At the Exchange: H. H. Russell and Whitin's married daughter, who gave
) referred to it as a
very ingeniously worded wife. Colorado ; Joseph Telford, Cerrillos;
to finish the university building, did falsity of any such charge if it were made,
so on the express understanding that the hut it is not proven that Mr Hood made
document, so constructed as to con- R. R.
! v--J
w
Elder, Lamy;C. Coleman, Golden; hall was iree
e
? - any such charge, and your committee
from all lncumnrances.wnen
ceal
real
effect tipon those
its
A.
Swyer, there was a mortiiaee of $3,000 upon it. therefore so finds.
A. M. Anderson, Cerrillos ; F.
itizena who believe in the Catholic relig
C. Curry, Arkansas City, The daughter in a letter states that this
Charge 5. This charge is to the effect
ion, and he took especial exceptions to Trinidad; J.
was not true and that she knew at the that Mr Hood made such statements as
the common school clause of the constituKas.; T. JOve, Fremont, Neb.; Dick time
to the actions' and motives of the trustees
of the existence of the mortgage.
tion. He called upon the people not to Strong, E. Chavez, J. R. Strong, Cimar
iu BusOing Mr. Ladd as wer9 to the incontradictions
There
are
also
several
he deceived ; not to support a Btate consti
ron ; Li Greenwood, Cerrillos.
of the university and to"Mr. Ladd
statements
inaccuracies
the
and
between
jury
tution that provided for
minor
of
Hood
Mr.
and
evidence
personally.
the
upon
schools, and lie urged that when the time
ANirrrj.-- A airl ior housework. Applr at
Continued la Supplement herewith.
points which we have not considered as
came the members of his congregation

fa
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A.C. IRELAND, Jr.
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Oldest Practical Druggist in Santa Fe

Prescriptions a Specialty,
Prices Moderate
And Absolute Purity of Drugs Guaranteed.
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KEW MANAGEMENT.

REFITTED AND REFURNISHED.
TOCKISTS' HEAQUARTEBft

STRICTLY FIRST CLASS.

Hotel Coach and Carriages in Waiting at All Trains.
SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS FOR FAMILIES AND
LARGE PARTIES.

$2.50 to $3.00 per day.

fl. W. MEYLERT, PrOPf

The Windsor Hotel
u

First Class Accommodations,
Cood Sample and Bath Rooms.

RATES $2.00 PER
H. R. BROWN,

IDA."Y

Socorro, N.

Prop.

Til

Academy of Our Lady of Light
CONDUCTED
BY THE SISTERS OF LORETTO.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

conre of studies embracing all
Mad?Mana?.tpUo'naP"r,,Ued

The

the branches of an element-V1U tUe EuB"8h
Board and Tultl .n per session of ten months,
$300 ,
Washing and Bedding;,
gp
Painting, Masie on Flano, Harp, Guitar, Violin, etc, lorm extra
to 0, according to the
rrade'Un SeIect Day 8cho1 ft'om
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BEGINS ON THE SD OF SEPTEMBER, 1S8

For farther particulars address

STAR WIND MILLS
The Best and Cheapest.

THREE OF THEM NOW BEING ERECTED IN SANTA FE
Daring our present stay In Santa Fe we will contract to furnish and erect
Wind Mills complete In every respect.
Guarantee with every wind mill
against storms. Call on or address the undersigned at Exchange hotel till
October 5 (0 to 8 p. m.).

ELDER BROS.

Miss A. Mugler,
MILLINERY ROOMS
Washington are., Griffin block.

CLARENBON POULTRY YABD J
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

Fred. W. Wicntge,
MANUFACTURING

JEWELER

Silver Wyandottes,
Light Branmas,
Houdans.

Ground Bone, Oyster Shell, Meat Scraps,
Drinking Fountains and Imperial Eg
Food. Address
ARTHUR BOYLE, Santa Fe. N. U.

and Engraver.
Mexican

Silverware,
Filigree, Clocks,
Optical' Goods.
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.
Griffin Block
South of Palace Hotel

ABOUT GLOVES.

When you are buying glove$ remember that there lg

BucnauuDgfLBapncetnat

ft

0

you. Established WW.
JOUX C. Ul.TCmN80.N, Jokutawn, X. Y.

ELECTRIC BELT on

60

DAYS'

Trial

To ahow our confidence in this
,Nky ifCLTttod SunperjBory (Price
toimroduce it rapidly, w
9),and
wiHfwnd it by mail
wrapper
on re- Ion Hixty la,T inplain
Trial,
nnl MIL und
if tint, fllllv
CURED within time epecMod. no more
v.
r,.iri h'lonrrlnitv nurflR all Private
WeaknoHB of Men and Chronic Diseases of both spies.
Give it a trial Addrofl : Oalifohnia Klhtthic Belt
Hah k'baHCIBco. WAgonU Wauted
Uo.,

jBoxa8,

CLARENDON GARDEN

Home Grown Fruits and Fruit Treat,
free from Disease and Insect Pests.
ARTHUR BOYLE.
Nixon Nonle& Machine Co.
Agent for theto
take orders for spray lug
Is prepared
Orchards with Nixon's Little Giant Machine and Climax Spray Nozcle and Lv.
sect Poison.
Correspondence Solicited.
P. O. box 105, Santa Fe, N. M.

J.

C.

DOUGHERTY

Contractor and

Builder.

Estimates Furnished on all
"Wood "Work.
Shop in renr of Spitz's store.

Book publishing

$5,-00-

w

Felipe

-

The Leading Hotel in New Mexico.
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Quality
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The etherwith
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Estimates
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of Jewelry in the Southwest.
Keeps on hand the Largest and Finest Stock
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latter are the best blanket made in
Eaatcrn Goods and those made by the Bnel Manufacturing Company-t- he
We take great pleasure in
where
eke.
to
purchasing any
) well and act in their own interest by giving ns a call prior
bY7Ri i JfTS Mi3.cs Hate.
.1
latest styles m Buttons
The
of
line
Comforters.
full
Towels.
A
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full
line
A
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and
cotton.
all otner flannels, woolen
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invite the inspection of the public generally. We guarantee prices and quality, and permit goods not cut to
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AND OLD CURIOSITY SHOP!-

-

Dealer in Indian and Mexican P
-

AND CURIOSITIES

!
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FEATHER and WAX WORK, FINE OPALS, INPIAN and SPANISH RELICS, BUCKSKIN SUITS, BOWS, ARROWS,
OPALS and TURQUOIS.
MOCCASINS, SHIELDS, STONE VESSELS FROM THE CLIFF DWELLERS,

I?

them. TUit
admitted, it convicts crty now owned bv iho university n ill Tiio well Known high character that the tion. This remarkablo statement, it will and assurance of iiis guarantee given to
Air. Hood not only ot an untruth as to speak for its reputation and the reputa- - Uev. Mr.
Meany has for years sustained ho observed, was made bv Air. Hoed me. personally,. that tho now Kamoua
the charge made against tome of tho
ioii of this board with greater lorco than in thi-- territory for ability aud worth as a after ho had failed for months to take school
building should be completed to
but a false statement in his written ointluug vourcomuiiltee way say in its ChriMian
gentleman leads your commit-- 1 such allege! acviie or m any manner inti- the extent cf his full subscription. Mr.
w
answer in this proceeding, herein he pos- bciinlt.
lee hero to express its regrets that one nf mate his denial of such
jurisdiction and Houghton Knew that I hud thus expendThe allegation of falso representation tho trustees of this uiiivortity should after he had tiled his written
itively denied (lie charge of Mr.' Ladd.
answer to ed money from my own' personal stateFrom the subsequent admissions oi Mr. and the specific instance given in the have so far forgotten himself as to have the
charges and thus waived all objec- ment to him. Iliad also borrowed from
Hood as to some of tho trustees and from matter of obtaining money by such means uttered such false and unfounded state- tions to the
jurisdiction, after lie had ap- him for the Kamona school on my perthe filing by Mr. Hood of letters admit for tho university arc graver matters, and ments agaiiift him. It
neces- peared and
witnesses sonal note '$1,500 for the erection m a
use
ho
that
did
the
words
so
comwere
our
former
to
add that tho record before your produced by Air. Ladd and thus
regarded by
ting
kniling
sary
temporary dormitory, and for that purand robbing" as against someof the tniS' mittee, composed of Messrs Thornton, committee does not contain a suggestion acknowledged such jurisdiction, andagain
afpose when it was intended to bo built on
tees, it is eiiiiallv clear that Mr. Hood Hoy, ardnnd Gilbert. In that report or intimation of the truth of Mr. Hood's ter your former committee of June, 1889, the old Kamona property. This entered
seriously erred in his statement before the the committee savs:
statement agaim-.- t Mr. Meany
composed largely of his friends, has with- also into my accounts with him antf was
Middlesex South association as well as
Mr. Hood admits slating that Mr.
Additional-- Charge No, 2(i. That Mr. out a disseuting voice found him
guilty of duly settled. 1 had to borrow large Biitns
before this board. The denial of the Whitin's
married daughter, who gave Hood falsely represented fo Mr. Manches- same of the must serious of those charges.
at the bank and otherwiaatjn
truth of the charges as made in his writ- $5,000 to finish the university building, ter, of tho A., T. & S. F. K. 11., the status Air. Hood has not offered in this pro- repeatedly
own responsibility, amounting to sevmy
ten answer to this board is, under every did so on tiie express understanding that oi uiinseii and .Mr. Lr.dd in the
university ceeding a line, word or suggestion from eral hundreds of dollars each, and in some
known rile for the adjudication of ques- the hall was free from all incumbrances, for the purpose of obtaining a railroad pass. any of these "official
.superiors" in cor- instances to over $1,000, to meet the
.
:..
i
Ihio
i
T
of
II. iimrj in ma answer uaieu
tions
fact, an absolute denial not of when there was a mortgage of $3,000 on
roboration of his statement, nor has your obligations of and for the Kamona school
u, u, .,!.
some bqt oi every allegation in the charge it. The daughter in a letter states this April, 1889, states
that while he did have committee heard the nameof any of them, in other bills and in the building. This
as made.
was not true and that she knew at the a conversation w ith Mr. Manchester in and your committee is not convinced that I did uncomplainingly in order
to preserve
But vour committee does not base its time of the axistenco of tho mortgage.
December, 1888, in Boston, as to passes, any such extraordinary advice was given its credit and work. These
conclusion as to the.se charges upon such
Your committee fully concurs in that neither the name of Mr. Ladd nor of the to Air. Hood. The jurisdiction to in- wero created under resolution of expenses
the trusadmissions as to the application of tiie finding, so far as it goes, and adds that university was referred to, such reference vestigate could never have been seriously tees. At tiie time the collateral referred
to
of
mentioned
is
some
the
there
word
not
one
line!
of
not
or
the
n
as
phitise
he procured his denied, for this investigation is not
only
to was given temporarily, there was but
any
being necessary,
trustees. The sworn statement of Mr testimony or papers to the effect that Mr. passes, not on account of the university, to determine whether or not ono of only
the one note due in the bank of $1,000, which'
Ludd and the verified memoranda made Ladd ever misrepresented in any manlier but of his duties as superintendent of board and the
of
this university was less than the sum owed to me by tho
secretary
by him at tho time, and undisputed bv the object or purposes for which besought Congregational schools and churches in has maligned and traduced tho president Kamoua school, according to my report
anything but the unsworn statement of any money in behalf of the university. New .Mexico and Arizona. Mr. Manches- of this university or ony of its trustees, submitted and acknow ledged in the audi- -'
Mr. Hood, conclusively show that the Mr. Hood s explanation of what he did ter, in his letter of January 8, 1889, said but also to determine whether or not such tor's
report, which was a debt to me and
phrase was used as to all the trustees say as to such misrepresentation is set up that Mr. Hood certainly gave him the im- trustee and secretary has maligned the is still of nearly $2,400. I never bought
named, and it will bo conceded that as in his answer, and tho truth thereof is pression .that Mr. Ladd "was no longer university itself and its work.
any land whatever in Santa Fe for eight
evidence such testimony under oath and positively denied by Mr. Ladd under oath president of the university and indeed hud
Your committee is not w illing under years for myself or for any relative, nor do
verified memoranda is proof of infinitely and by tho loiter from tho lady
nothing to do with it." This fact was so the circumstances, on the unsupported 1 own such nor they. 1 was obliged to
found iu the written reportof your former statement of Air. Hood, to believe that take back soino land of the Vargas grant
greater weight than the mere "I think"
1
not
No.
statements
additional Charge
and
do
recall" negative
14. That Mr. committee. Since then Mr. Hood has any ot his olhcial superiors have ever de- which had been bought by me for Mr.;
contained in tho letters referred to, such Ladd had no right to spend any money furnished other statements, not under nied the right of your
board to investigate Houghton,' paid for and "then reject! by
letters not being under oath, having been for the university or Kamoua school the oath, from various parties relative to the for its own protection whether or not one Air. Houghton on account of Air.
Fi$ke'si
Mr.
Hood
bv
without
as
vote
of
a
and
the
of
follows:
A
its trustees and its secretary had falsely decision against it, and tho land iwa&"
being very past year
letter or certifiproduced
special
1st,
charge,
thomsc-lveor
as
letters
the
from
trustees
cate
the
made
to
Kev.
executive
Chua.
statements
committee.
K. Bliss, which
calculated destroy turned over to mo by tho parties .avhc
show,
evidently,
ony
This statement is admitted by Mr. states that Mr. Hood being unable to ob- the usefulness of any of its officers or were unable 'to 'return tiie '
written at his ow n solicitation by those
money, at
w ho
to
Hood
from
were
not
have
such
letters
&
a
been
us
from
T.
made
tain
S.
charged,
tiie
the
F.
li.
judging
A.,
pass
K., prejudice
public agaiustthe university security ior tne money l owed Mr. Hougn
statement was not t rue appears requested him to get one for him, and that or its work.
only willing but anxious to aid him in That-sucon
for
and
his benefit. Thill
tju account,
After your committee of June, 1889, was afterward taken by Air. Coolidge,th
every proper manner outof the dilliculties oy me records oi tne university in the of- he accordingly sent a Mr. Matthews to
in which he found himseli aud who, no fice of its secretary, which office Mr, that road who made such representations
of
Gilbert
ot
Alessrs.
Mr.
Ward,
Koy,
I neve;
composed
attorney
Houghton.
Hood held w hen he made such untrue to its ollicers that Mr. Hood's pass was and Thornton, had submitted its report bought for myself or uuy relative anv!
doubJ, as one of them states m his letter
statements.
obtained. This letter it will be observed to your board, and it was found to bear property whatever during all this Hough-appreciated tho gravity ol the situation
Your committee therefore goes bevond
Additional Charge No. 15. That the contains no statement from which it can heavily upon Air. Hood, he insisted that ton land business, nor since my connec
w
sucii letters and admissions as to the ords hall cost $19,000 aud could bo built now be inferred that Mr. Hood did not make he could produce testimony in denial of tion with it ceased. Air. Houghton althe statement to Mr. Manchester as tho correctness of several of the findings of ways supplied me with surplus funds o;
charged having been used as to eome of lor .ra.ouo.
tho trustees named and 'finds, upon the
Mr. Hood denies this but admits he charged. Your committee is unable to see that committee, and thereupon that com- credit with which to pay purchases foi
uncontradicted testimony under .oath of stilted the hall was extravugantlv built how wliiii. Mr." Matt hews may have saidor mittee was grunted leave lo withdraw its him. I purchased for no one else oxcep'
Mr. Ladd, and the memoranda made at aud not adapted to school purposes.
done iu liis interview can affect in any report, and as most of that committee a friend, Air. Kiiowlton, who paid ti
This committee believes that the sworn way what Mr. Hood saidor didatanothor were about to leave the territory for their money for it. In no respect did I use tlu
the ti mo conhrmatory thereof, that Mr,
Hood made the statement as charged statement of Mr. Ladd that Mr. Hood interview with Mi officer of that road, es- homes in the east, the papers, evidence funds of the Kamoua school as asserted
against the trustees in that charge named. did make the statement chanred. in the pecially as the interview had by Mr. Mat- and that report were immediately submit; for my speculations.
Air. Hough'on himself asked me
Supplemental Charge No, 2 That Mr, .absence of any statement under oath of thews is not Btated by him to have been ted to this your committee, with authority
Ladd had bought
of the six air. Hood in contradiction thereof, fully had with Mr. Manchester.
among other things to take such new tes- the early summer of 1887, when I wi,
2d. A letter dated July 4, 1889, to Mr. timony as might be offered by Air. Hood. Boston, if I would purchase some
trustees named bv robbim; Mr. Hough sustains the charge made bv Mr.. Ladd.
ton, and they felt that they must s'taud and your committeee refers to the price Hood from the Mr. Matthews above re- That Mr. Hood has therefore hod since lor him in Santa l e. He proposed it
paid lor labor done on the university ferred. This letter corrobates the state- June 14, 1889, as he had before that date, self, having found that it was cheap a.'
together or hang together.
that this statement was made as building as shown by the records and to ments of the Kev. Mr. Bliss to the effect every possible opportunity to establish his compared with other places ; that .pur
charged is established, by- the testimony the building itself as conclusively show- that Matthews was sent to try and procure innocence of these charges, must be con- chases werD already' heinu mndebv ofliflr:
under oath of Mr. Ladd, and is not dis- ing that the statements admitted by Mr. a pass for Mr. Hood, Air. Hood having ceded. Yet the record before your board here, and believing himself that SaiftiFi
"of this charge, your committee committee trusts, more charitable and a puted in any manner by Mr. Hood, or Hood to liavo been made w ere and are failed to procure one ; but Mr. Matthews shows that he has not produced anything
had especially good railroad and iBiTitarf
falsity
adds that tho sworn testimony of the wit- better Christian than ids letters indicate, any statement before vour committee ex untrue. It is not necessary for your com- does not state that he ever saw Mr. Man- but the few letters commented upon in prospects. He instructed me first to bai
ami
to
to
mittee
Mr,
in
attached
the
add
moderate
denial
contained
is
unsworn
the
tiiat
and evidently warmly
cept
nesses mentioned showing
such statements con chester, nor does he pretend to know or this report and that he has successfully some land for the site of the Kamonj
cerning the university were calculated to state what Air. Hood said or did in his avoided making any statement under oath school, which 1 ordered by letter at hij
profit made, the refusal of Mr. Ladd to anxious to aid "his friend Mr. Hood, and Hood's answer.
of
Mr.
to
But
finds
Your
therefore
Ladu.
committee
Mr.
this
from
seems
on the subject to that other aud equally request, but too Into to obtain the piecj
lo your committee interview with that gentleman.
though
Seligmau any part
bitterly opposed
accept
injure u, ami it
that such statements are remarkable ones 3d., letter from Mr. Alunchester dated potent sanction
This named. Another piece was selectedTrnij
such protit made by Air. Sehginaii with- he strives to undo what to him seems the charge against Mr. Hood fully proven.
out lirst obtaining the consent of Mr. grave situation in which his admissions
Supplemental Charge No. 3. That Mr. to be made by a trustee who certainly July 8, 1889, to Mr. Hood. This letter your committee believes is not such a purchased, but not accepted by the truf
Houghton ; the U stimony of disinterested have placed his friend, be practically ad- Ladd bought of Mr. Giidersleeve land for should have tho interest of the university was very evidently written by Mr. Man course as an innocent man of the intelli- tees. He w as anxious that I should com '
parties as to w hat other persons paid for mits in ad his letters that Mr. Hood did 11,000 per acre that the day before he at neait so long as he holds that position. Chester in response to a letter from Mr. gence of Air, Hood would pursue under on and invest some money for him. i
At the time of such statement Mr. Hood Hood asking a modification of Mr. Man- tho circumstances.
said I could not do it, at least for a month!
similar laud at the time of Mr. Ladd's use tho words charged as to some of the had Paul $3.i per acre tor.
This chargo is proveu to be false by the was secretary and a trustee of the
trustees named in tho charge, though
chester's letter of January 8, 1889. In
Guided bv mere questions of expedien
lie was apparently quite uneasy abou?
purchases for Mr. Houghton; the
this connection it will be remembered cy it would perhaps be better if this con- my delay. He authorized me when I di!
betw een Mr. Ladd and Mr. Hough- there seems 'to be a gradual failure w ith sworn testimony ot Mr. Giidersleeve, and
Additional Chargo No. 16. This charge that at a former meeting of your board troversy could end by truthful confessions come on, about tho 1st of July, to inves;
ton as to these land purchases, and the lapse of time of his memory as to names. that it was made as alleged is established
further fact disclosed by ttio testimony In his lirst letter ho remembers that the by ttio sworn testimony of Mr. Ladd is ueitner admitted nor denied bv Mr. Air. Hood endeavored to explain away or explanations ot error, and forgiveness $10,000 for him, with some instruction
w
of
that the greater part of the purchases phrase "kniling and robbing" as applied The only contradictory statement
any Hood and there is no evidence before the Mr. Manchester's first letter by stating and abundant charity; but it must be how it should be done
for, wliic
that Mr. Manchester was laboring under evident to your board that a settlement I followed.
made for Mr. Houghton by Mr. Ladd to all the trustees named in the charge; kind is contained in the unsworn answer committee concerning it.
rememdirecof
therefore
Additional
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1
committee
of
Your
can
Mr. Hood.
17. This charge a case
his second letter he
were so made under the Immediate
uNstuken identity aud had cred- by such meaus is now highly improbable,
found a great deal of interest in lan
only
Charge
tion of Mr. Houghton, and the purchase ber distinctly the name of one trustee to liuds that Mr. Hood made the statements is admitted by Mr. Hood, but your com ited Air. Hood with what Air. Matthews and that however unpleasant the task, purchases when I arrived ; extensive onti
diand
said
so
and
can
as
in
see
that
whom
was
said
Mr.
contained
not
the
had
Air.
thereof
stated.
mittee
applied,
Houghton
charge,
phrase
paid by
Manchester, however, a duty remains that can not honestly be had been made already by Alessrs. Mors)
price
anything specially
seems quite clear that it was Air. Hood evaded, to declare the innocence or guilt of und lhornton, ot Boston and Santa Fe
rect to the vendors without passing two weeks later, when the third statements were not true.
in me statements wus made.
wrong
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could
No.
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Mr,
not
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Mr.
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No.
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ho
Additional
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no
tho
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the
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That
and he therefore Mr. Hood as to the charges made against to the amount of two or three hundre
Supplemental
Charge
Ludd, together
written,
Charge
through
with the fact that in all this controversy any name to whom tho phrase was Giidersleeve hoarded Mr. Ladd aud his Christian in Santa Fe sustains Mr. Ladd. in his letter of July 8, 1889, declines to him by Air. Ludd. This your minority acres for and orour.d Santa Fe ; also b
etc. Mr. Hood partially admits this modify his former letter, but ou the con- committee has endeavored to perform Air. Hickox and others. I made know
Mr. Houghton lias never complained, so so applied, unless we are to understand family at Las Vegas hot springs.
This Mr. Hood in his answer denies in cnargo and Mr. Ladd positively states trary reiterates it in stronger language impartially, and in presenting this re- my wish to buy land to some of the tru:
far as appears by the papers before us, by admitting that Mr. Hood said three of
but has amicably settled the accounts pre- the trustees did not knifo and rob he the form stated, but admits he stated it under oath that Mr. Hood made the than his former letter to Air. Ladd con- port now stands ready at the request of tecs, and after one or two weeks begjin-t- l
sented by Ladd 'in the matter; all have means to have us infer that Mr. Hood siibstantantially as a rumor. By the tes statements as ulleged. Your committee tained. Ho says: "I can not undertake any member of this board or of any purchuse ot these and others liuliscrim
weight in leading your committee, to the did declare tho balance of the six trustees timony under oatli oi Mr. Giidersleeve therefore finds that he did so make it to recall just w hat you letter addressed interested party to support every fiidin"g nately. I received no money from tbei
the allegation of the chargo is established That this charge was false clearly appears to Hood J said to me at our interview to of fact it contains by tho evidence, let- in any way, nor from Air. Houghton ft
conclusion that Mr. Houghton was not named in the charge did knife and rob.
The next of the letters oil ered as new to lie false, and by the testimony of Mr, uy mo sworn testimony ot liev. Geo. G. which you refer, but I clearly remember ters and documents now in the posses- services in this exhaustive work'fcj
robbed, or, in the words of the charge,
"knifed" by anyone as to the transac- evidence is dated July
1839, from Kev. Ladd, also under oath, the statement n Smith, pastor of the Preslntariun church that, as 1 said to Air. Ladd, you gave me sion of your board.
several weeks, till my settlement iitj
tions n eniioned, and especially not by Mr. Chute, another of tho Middlesex proveu to have been made by Mr. Hood of Santa l'e; Kev. E. W. Meauv. nriest in the impression that he had ceased to be
Believing that the charges against Air. Air. Houghton iu October in the pair!
Mr.
of
of
is
no
Mr.
Hood.
of
evidence
to
of
trustees
There
other
Hood
as charged.
the Episcopal church of Santa president of the university.
are sustained as above stated, und year, made in Boston. The only excel
South association,
the board
charge
any member
In a word, though Air. Hood says to us that Air. Hood's further connection with tion to this statement is a credit of part i
the university named in thechurge under Chute does not say Mr. Hood did not use or statement by or for Mr. Hood as Fe, and Hon. lieuj. M. Tliomas, secre
the expressions complained of, but only charged. There "is no other evidence or tary oi tiie territory, aud a ruling elder in his written answer to this charge that this university must be to its material tho profits made by Air. Soligmon,
Consideration.
As to whether or not Mr. Hood made that he does "not recall the expression statement bv or for Mr. Hood before your and one of the leading members of the he did not refer to Air. Ladd or the uni detriment, as well as embarassing to this after my work of purchasing had gone c
such false statements as charged there is 'kniling ami robbing,' " as being used al committee other than such as is contained rresbyterian church in JNew Mexico versity in his interview, Mr. Manchester board whose members he has so evilly for five or six weeks told me that I: avi
no substantial conflict in the testimony. the trial of Mr. Ladd, though he remem- in his unsworn answer, and your commit Tho attention of the board is also called says he did do both. And the last sen- spoken against, your minority committee doing wrong to myself and my friend
Mr. Ladd states under oath positively bers that Mr. Hood then gave him the tee therefore finds that Mr. Hood made to tho finding ns to this charge by your tence of Air. Manchester's letter clearly respectfully recommends that it bo re- navuig notning to support
mysellor the:
that Mr. Hood did make those false and impression that "some of the members of tho statement as charged in this charge. former committee, Messrs. Thornton, shows that Air. Hood did apply for a pass solved by this board that the Kev. E. with, and taking no profit w hatever fro
statements at the time and the board of trustees were not above sus- aud that such statement was lalse.
Ward, Joy and Gilbert, w hich was as fol ou account of the university aud not as Lyman Hood be requested lo terminate the numerous land transactions whit
Supplemental charge No. 5 was unin lows :
He said that
superintendent of schools', as lie also his official relations with this university were benefiting others.
place as charged, and in aid of his sworn picion of complicity with Mr. Ladd, in
Mr. Hood acknowledges making the states in that written answer. In that by resigning the position he now holds us I purchased any moro land through hi
Bremen', ha produce a memorandum in ids, to your (Hood's) mind dishonest teutionallv omitted from this report. C
with Deacon Houghton." H. Giidersleeve testifies on oath that statement that so far as lie was aware sentence Mr. Alunchester states that his a trustee thereof.
wi lling made at the time and place when
Kespectfully submit- he should give mo halt the profits that ij
LuciKNii A. Fiske,
and where the words of Mr. Hood were Mr. Chute, in another part of his letter, "there were no conditions regarding the Mr. Ladd's conduct was contemned by "reference to the pass field by Air. Ladd ted,
made. 1 said in reply.
ery well,
knifto
me
and
the Christian church members nf the and his Manchester's) objection to issusale ot property by
Mr. Ladd."
uttered. Gov. 1'rince also testified under feels "confident that it (lobbing
Committee. will report the same and turn them OV'
.Mr.
Hood
connected
with
was
that
not distinctly
In answer to the other statements to Air. Houghton." Ho distinctly sa:
oath that having learned
on account of the
ing)
Suplemental Charges Xos.Gand
city, while evidence presented shone thai ing additional
bad decluie that he was actively inter- each of the six members of the board," Mr. Fiske received $000 attorney's fees tins was not true to the extent to which university;" wero the cause which led to made adversely to Air. Ladd in letters pre- tnen mat 1 siiouid not have them. Aft;
Mr. Hood's statement.
sented by Mr. Hood, a part of the sworn settling with thorn for tho purchases mad
ested in making money out of Mr. Hough- which would seem to imply that there tor examining the title of tiie Johnson it would seem to imply.
Y'our committee asseits that there is
Uuder the circumstance your committee testimony of L. Bradford Prince is given, through him near the close of the suii
ton lie qupslioned Mr. Hood relative was a lingering suspicion in hU mind lands; that Mr. Fiske received over $2,UO0
thereto; that Mr. Hood did not deny the that it might have been used at least as for attorney s fees in tils' Houghton busi not one word in any of the statements or is constrained to believe that as lo this in which he says : "I have been one of mer, I said I would make an ngreeme.
making ol such statements, b'it attempted to some of thetn ; but Mr. Chute does not ness, and that he and others received evidence, except what Mr. Flood states charge Air. Alunchester, a diiiuterested the auditing committee for the university w ith him as ho proposeed, but should si
to ecuse their utterance by declaring he state that the words were not used as about $2,700 for attorney's fees in .the in his unsw orn answer, in any way sug person of high personal character, tells for several years, and I have no reason to report it to Mr. Houghton. This 1 did
had received such information from the charged, and therefore his letter is of lit- business.
gesting that this charge was true to any the truth as to the transaction referred to believe that Air. Ladd has ever failed to October. ,Aly entire profits in all tb
account faithfully for all money with business, lor about litteon months, w,
aud that Air. Hood does not.
Your former committee, composed of extern wnatever.
Kev. Dr. Bliss; that- - thereupon he (Gov. tle or no weight in this controversy.
The next of these letters is from Rev. Mr. Thornton and the Kevs. Urn. II
Additional Chargo 'No. 19. That Mr.
Your committee has been unfavorably which he has been intrusted. At the last less than 2)& per cent ou-tlriure) wrote to the Kev. hr. Bliss on the
aineurfPtrj
subject, and in reply the eto Mr. Bliss V. E. Sturges to Mr. Hood, and dated Ward, Jos. E. Boy and Simeon Gilbert Seligmau told Mi'. Hood the Houghton impressed, though not controlled, in its accounting the university was found in- pended.
Mr. Houghton was kept acquainted wis
action iu this matter by the methods of debted to "Air. Ladd over $2,000, and w e
sent a pointed denial of the truth of the July 8, 1889, in which the writer states who examined and repotted to you ou this lands would not bring $10,000.
Your former committee, above referred Air. Hood iu making his defense to these gave him a note for the amount of the in an my important transactions for hun an
statement of Mr. Hood, and in this con- lie does "not recall the language knifing charge, found as lollows:
no large purchase or improvements wo
nection it will be remembered that when and robbing;" that in charging trustees
"The accusation that Mr. Fiske and to, state their hading as to this chargo as charges. For months before the taking debtedness."
with
Mr.
and
with
Ladd tiie others had charged over $2,000 for exam ioijows :
of proof concerning them, Air. Hood
Hon. Bernard Seligman in his testi made without bis previous knowledge ao
Gov. Prince related these facts
pro"complicity"
Air.
Hood
tor
of
limited
is
Mr.
"one
in
to
was
the
"Mr. Hood admits that he understood knew and had copies of a part of them, mony says: "I was chairman of the speciau instructions or consent theret
admitted
inim titles
duced Ur. Bliss' letter
by
Houghton
presence
charge
Mr. Hood at a recent meeting of your or more" of the trustees, and that Mr. by Mr. Hood, while the evidence shows Mr. Seligmau to say that the Houghton and between the dato of receiving such building committee of the Kamona school and ho hud time in
sp
boiird Mr. Hood attempted neither excuse Hood sad ''some, not all, of the trus- that only $500 was paid for that purpose lands, if sold at forced sale, would not copies, as well as between the subsequent teachers' building. Air. Ladd furnished ciany spofcen ot by Hood, as pro.Ql ot ro
of
most
to
nor denial of any single word then stated tees" were in alliance with Mr. J.add in to Mr. t isne."
date
tho
so
was
when
saw
he
aud
them all and the dato
countermand the transaction's
that he stated."
money that
bring $10,000,
paid for that bery,
To that we add that the testimony un when he tiled ids written answer thereto, building. 1 left the overseeing of that contract, or to refuse payment of the diWj
laud speculations in connection with Mr.
Your committee approves that finding
by Gov. 1'rince.
In addition to the evidence and exhibits Houghton. When it is remembered that to the extent found, and adds that the der oath of Mr. .Seligmau shows he did he had ample time to consult his friends work and the payment therfor with him made on him for them.
referred to concerning this charge your only "some, not all, the trustees," name- only other money shown by the testi not make any such utatemeut to Mr aud official superiors and formulate un- during my absence.
I instructed him to
committee has before it a letter from the ly, six, are alleged in tho charge of Mr. mony or any statement offered by eithe Hood, and that the sworn statement of der their advico and instructions such pay these matters and to report thein to
TERRITORIAL TOPICS.,
Kev. Jesse H. Jones, one of the Middle-s- i Ladd, aud that "one or more" will party to have been paid on account of Mr. Ladd, uncontradicted except by the a course of defense as was approved by the board, on finishing the building, in
x South association, before whom the readily include tho six named, it will be attorney's fees in that matter was If 30 unsworn answer of- Mr, Hood, shows his and their judgment.
The decision of Judge Long in .the i
After such detailed statement to the amount exstatement charged to have been made by seen that thi3 letter admits Mr. Hood paid to Mr. Seward, further comment tiiat Mr. Hood did make the statement lapse of timo, and waiving all jurisdic- pended, which was done
1 have junction case Against the Alora-couMr. Hood was given, in w liicli lie states charged the trustess with "complicity as to tins ch lrgescemsunnecessarv, other as charged. Your committeo therefore tional or other dilatory objections, he not known Air. Ladd ever since he came to commissioner will be handed down
in
to
Mr.
with
Ladd"
the
have been used
as to language charged
Houghton land than to say that the falsity of the charge finds that the statement was made bv only professed himself ready and willing 'this country. 1 have found him to be open court at Alora on Alonday, Octob
that such was "in rough language what transactions, though the writer does as made by air. Hood will be found in Air. Hood s charged, and that it was to have these charges fully investigated at all times with his heart and soul 7. Optic.
was told us, but a3 to the exact language "not recall" the use of the knifing and the sworn statements and testimony of not true.
work
ho
by this board, but filed his written in
any
The mining interest in the Kingstq
undertakes,
I neither affirm nor deny."
Additional Charge No. 20. That there answer to each and, appeared before the and ever since I knew him I have had full district is
robbing, which Mr, Hood in his letter to Messrs. Lauu, oewara and iisiie.
gradually reviving, the hills ail
No.
Thus the testimony stood when these .Mr. Jones seems to have admitted lie ap8.
of
was
That
the
no drought in Santa Fe in the sum committee
Supplemental Charge
your board appointed to confidence in his Integrity and honesty, mil ot men developing tneir claims. WI
formercoui-mittee,
to
to
of
board
trustees
referred
a
were
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of
named.
I
were
members
no
almost
and
of
the
plied
mer
at
and
time
did
believe
relative
your
I
1888,
the
that the Mexican crons take testimony
charges
part
that he either anticipate a lively winter and several ii;
thereto, am
Tiie next of those letters is dated July only persons through w hom Mr. Ladd all around the Houghton lauds were as
some of the witnesses there collected moneys which lie did not return portant discoveries.
composed of the Uevs. Win. Hayes
Ward. Jos. JS. ltoy, .Simeon Gilbert nud 4, 1889, nud fiom Geo. M. Adams, an- purchased lands tor Houghton.
to
the
to
aud
institution
in
examined
as
under
which
oath
usual.
good
produced
they belonged
church guild 'jurt' (5r6ahiifl
V. T. Thornton.
other member of the Middlesex South
. Mr.
That this state raent was in ado
This charge Mr. Hood admits, and in behalf of Air. Ladd. Up to that point or spend any portion of the money so col- at Episcopal
Kingston. U.e following olhcers we.
Subsequently, in view of the report association, to Mr. Hood. Quoting the charged, is established by the sworn testi the. language of the finding pf your for the conduct of Air. Hood as to this in- lected carelessly or with the intention to elected
:
President, Airs. Walter Alarbll
dated June ID," 18S9, and ths request of language contained in Mr.' Ladd's charge, mony aud memoranda, made at the tunc mer committee, your committee also hnds vestigation was unexceptionable and defraud the donors. To the contrary, it vico
president, Mrs. James KotkjseerJ
Mr. Hood for further time to produce fur- the writer says "something was said of Mr. Ladd, and that such statement that "the evidence proves this state strictly iu harmony with what would in was always my belief that Air. Ladd's extary, miss jNoru Moormun ; treusurer, Aln
ther evidence in rebuttal of some of the about knifing aud robbing, but I do not was false appears by the sworn statement ment to have been incorrect, and that the current opinion of intelligent, honest penses in his work were far below the James
,
liner.
men be regarded as a proper course to be amount that any other man would have
findings of that ommittee, your board liiiuk it was connected with all those six of Mr. Ladd and Mr. Seligman! The there was a drouth and bad crops.
The contract for furnishing the buildin
Additional Charge No. 21. That there pursued by one charged with, but iano-ce- had in the same work, and 1 am fully satgave such further time, and Mr. Hood has named." The letter also states that the only denial in any form is tiie unsworn
under that authority submitted a number writer's recollection and memoranda answer of Mr. Hood, and your committee was no rise in value of lauds in Santa
of, au oll'enso seriously questioning isfied that a larger portion of the trustees materials ut the JSavajo agency forth
of le ters bearing upon this charge, which would make, it improbable Mr. Hood therefore Cuds that Mr. Hood made this F'e, etc.
his moral character.
But time passed shared this opinion. I am also satisfied construction of several large buildings wi
will now be reviewed.
could have made the statement in ones' statement as charged and that, it was
.Mr.
Hood practically admits this and the taking of testimony under- oath that if he had been permitted to go on let to Harry Hart, our enterprising I1B5
oer man, w no w as llie lowest
These letters are all addressed to Mr. tion.
By "statement" this gentleman lalse.
charge. That it was. no; true, evea as lie against Air. Hood progressed to its close with his work, tho ultimate result would
Gleaner.
Hood and are all very evidently written evidently means the exact statement as
Suplemental Charges J, 10, U and 12 admits having made it, is clearly proven without an intimation from Mr. Hood have shown that the work of Air. Ladd
Alost of the public schools . opane.
at the solicitation of himself or friends to contained in the charge, for that Mr,
These charges ore considered together, by the testimony under oaui ot Messrs, that he desired to explain or correct uu was entirely in accord with the spirit of
aid Mr. Hood in this controversy, The Hood did use the expression knifing and as they relate to the work of the university Ladd, Seligmau, Tliomas, Hickox, Grav der his own oath or tho oath of ethers, the donors and the benefits therefrom throughout tho territory
for till
tirst of them is from the same Mr. Jones robbing us to some of the trustees in this and alleged taise representations by Mr, and Fisher, and your committee there- - tne serious onenses alleged agtunst linn would have been enjoyed by the people of w inter term. Iu some localities crops ath
whose slutement confirmatory of this matter is apparent from the part of this Ladd lor tno purpose ot raisiug money, lore agrees witn tne unding oi your lor- in the sworn testimony produced Dy Mr, the territory of New Aloxico. 1 believe not yoc giuuereu, and as children and thei
charge has already been referred to. It letter nrst above quoted.
together with a statement by Mr. 'Hood mer committee above referred tb, which Ladd. The testimony so taken w as sub- the present difficulties entirely uncalled parents are engaged in this work, school
commences by declaring the writer used
wm not open ior anotner week.
The next of these letters is elated May in Ins answer that Mr. Whitm's married us to this admitted, statement of Mr, mitted to your board iu June, 1889, and for and without foundation, and detriment
great caution in his previous letter, lu, lassi, ana irom Mr. retoubt-- to Mr. daughter, who gave $5,000 to finish the Hood savs in its written report: "This Air. Hood as well as Air. Ladd having tal to the interests of tiie kind benefactors
The water question does not seem t
to
Mr.
which was addressed to
Ladd, ex Hood, but it contains nothing germaiu to university building, did so on the express stutement is proved not to be true."
declared to you that neither had any in the east as well as those in the terri- bother the people of the fllesilla valley
conto
as
letter
what
doubts
that
uis ci large.
the Whitiu hall was
presses
understanding
Additional cnurge jno. xs. mat tne further evidence to produce, the testi tory."
They had fair crops this year in snite t
The next letter, dated July 4, 1889, free from debt, when la fact it was. in land bought of Messrs. Troutfelter and mony was then closed aud its damaging
tained and admits in the following sug
A part of Mr. Ladd's sworn testimony the river drying up, and so, no effort il
was
of
from
Mr.
unitMr.
in
to
words
that
the
Cowan
Elmore
the
Hood. The debt iftj.uo.
charges against
phrase
ciiaiacter against Mr. nood was tnen
support
gestive
being made to test for artesian watei
Giiswold,.ctc.
If the .statements of Mr. Hood, fully
Mr. Hood admits that. lie made the well known to him and every otner mem- Chase relating to these matters was as Another year of drouth might awakei
ing und robbing" was used by Mr. writer of this letter declares that his
;
1
Hood ;
memoranda or notes made at the timo esiauusneu
follows
of
Mr.
ber
10 mive
Ladd
oeen made
them to the necessity of solving the prob
in
statement as charged, and
your board.
"As you (Hood) remember using the the words charged are said to have been charged, in regard to the work of the his sworn statement states, without au
I had been Indebted to Mr. Houghton's
Here the desire of Mr. Hood for a con
phrase 'knife and rob,' that agrees with spoken, are mislaid or destroyed and that university aud the obtaining bv niisren- - attempt at contradiction by anything be- tinuance of the investigation utterly van- account all the year for money advanced
Dr. Hunter has sold his interest in th
my reto'lection, and the phrase stands." ins recollection as to particular expres- reseniaiions oi money to carry on that fore us, that the facts as stated by Mr, ished. He aud his friends on the board, for the Kamona scliooi in building and American mine (Billy Gill) to J. Di
Proceeding, Mr. Joue3 declares that as siqns or names is not very good, but that work were true, as tnev are not. it is ev Hood were not true. We find the state- led bv the Kev. Jos. li. Koy, who made other bills, and the notes which were in iirosnear, ot
Mr. Powers
Kentucky.
to which of the persons named in the tins conviction is that Mr. Hood "d d dent that Mr. Hood, having been himself ment bv Mr. Hood in this charge con the motion, as is well knowu to this board. the bank were for moneys 'to replace a
"in this property
Kentucky,
aud attempted to stifle and suppress all these expenditures in my account, which Writes that aiipartner
charge Mr. Hood ou that occasion ap- not convey the impression that all the a leading worker in such work and a re- tained was not true.
effort will soon be madi
plied that nhrase, lie, Jones, has "a dis- trustees were engaged in kniling aud ceiver of the moneys so said by him to
Additional Charge JNo. 24. Ihat Mr. further progress in this investigation by were afterward used like the rest of Mr. on the part of the proprietors of this mint
tinct recollection of two and of these robbing Mr. Houghton;" that amoLg nave oeen obtained dv laisetiood. n aces Cross of the New Mexican newspaper a motion to lav the testimony and report Houghton's money for improvements of to
bring Nogul to,
the name of Selignian is the chief," and those to whom that expression was not himself in an exceedingly unenviable had gained much money from Mr. Ladd's of the investigating committee u the his property and puronases, consequently
"that ''the particular persons named in applied was Gov. I'rinee, and that he light. If he believed his own statements land transactions and the N uvr Mexican tame. Tins attempt, after discussion had there was a double use of these moneys
oay tne 01. louis lienublic : Mr. am
the sentence except as above I (Jones) does not remember any reference to Mr. of the deplorable condition of affairs de was consequently under Mr. .Ladd's shown the undoubted consequences to which were obtained irom tiie bank, Airs.
Leigh O. Knapp, after spending thq
can not recall." Mr. Jones also states in fiske except as receiving fees for exam! scribed bv him as shown bv. the testi thumb, etc.
Mr. Hood of such action, was defeated by which were legitimately thus used, us
summer in coioradp. and flew Mexico
bis letter that "undo ali the names given nation ol titles, llms it will be seen this mony, he should have long ago refused lo
The nvidence shows the improbability your board by a very decided majority of stated in my letters to the bank and in have come
to ot, Louis to remain somd
by Mr. Ladd were mentioned by you member of the association also practical remain a party to such iniquity by with- of any such nonsensical tale and every the members present, and the papers, the statement to tho association with de- time.
They are quurtered at 2,916 lina
(Hood) in the course of the day, I ly admits that as to some of the trustees, drawing from participation in the work so member ot mis uoaru kuub unit years exhibits and testimony being then, on tie tails submitted. 1 was expending and
street.
Col.
Knapp, whose health was
(Jones) could not remember which of though ids memory is not good as to carried on or of private beneficial use of before any land transactions had by Mr. 13th of June, 1889, relerred to a commit receiving moneys for the Kamona school much
improved, has nearly entirely recov
them, except Scligmoii, were mentioned names and particular expressions, lie lunds so obtained. The older mem hem Lidd or Mr. Ilot'ghton, not only Mr. tee composed of the Kevs. Ward, Koy in' the same account, by the authority ered,
and
is
looking.extremely
velW?.
in that particular sentencejn which the recollects the use of the words as charged. of this board, who for years have spent Cross but all the editorial lorceot the aud Gilbert and Air. Thornton, for exam- which was esoecially given me by resolu
of the KaThe Hagerman Irritation df Land com-- l
This is all the testimony or letters re their labor and money in trying with Mr.
phrase "Knifed and robbed" occurred."
management of tiie Nkw Mexi- ination, that committee submitted it re- tion of the trustees as trustee
present
Continuing, the letter soundly denounces lating to this charge, aud it is therefore Ludd to build up our university, know can were warm supporters of the univer- port of June 14, 1889, and it then ap- mona school to pay for the Kamona pany has been formed and incorporated!
Mr. Ladd and eulogizes Mr. Hood, de- manifest that the new matter introduced with what infinite trouble tiiis board has sity and frequently aided it by kindly peared by that report for the first time so :hool property and its obligations to Mr. by j . . Hagerman, 11. u. Lowe and C
claring that on the occasion referred to by Mr. Hood in his behulf, though not of labored to overcome the many obstacles notices and encouraging words of its of- far as the investigating committee or Taylor, and to sell the same to Air. B. Eddy. Operations will consist inl
Mr. Hood used "no harsh word'" leaving the dignity as evidence of the statements to the success thus far obtained, and vour ficers, professors and work.
board was advised that Mr.
Houghton, who paid for it out of the taking water froni the Pecos river in tha
it to be inferred that lie regards such 'ider oath referred to, very clearly in- committee feels that as to the work of Additional Charge No. 25. That, the he had not made a full defense because moneys in my hands. At times I bad to southern part of New Mexico, Eddy coun- moneys legitimately expended ty. xne capital biock is nxeu atidUU.OOO,
epithets as knife and rob when applied dicates that if Mr. Hood did not charge the university and the use to which it has statements of Mr. Meauy as to Mr. Ladd advised by his official superiors not to do advance
to the conduct of reputable persona as all the trustees with knifing and robbing put the funds contributed to it bv the were not to be behevea, etc.
so, but to enter a plea to the jurisdiction for the Kamona school from Mr. Hough-ton- 's Principal office, will be at Colorado!
money, which I did on the strength aprings.
Mr.flouguton, be did so charge some of charitable, the work done aud the prop
quiv geathj and pleasing expressions.
Mr. Hood prucucaljy admits uiis charge. ofUih) boadto. make any such investiga
This letter, dated .lulv 2, lSSi'i. was followed bv am ther dated Ju'v 1 7, 188!', to
Mr. lio.nl !r..,j. M.. Jones, in which lie
-bites that he has seen a ItUer worn Mr.
k'ontlmvu from !tli pus'O.
l.'hose to the elici t thai Mr. Hoc.! s repuebon tation was "m serious danger" from the
Tb'' evidence before us .loirs
use being made of what he had written
specific; 1 y w hut ti.e facts cons;ifiiting li i
charge are, ami as evidence m support of to Mr. Ladd, and that lie (Jones) has a
un"true sense of tho gravity of t lie situavarious facts which might be included
der tins general vbarie may be iully con- tion." In a labored manner Mr. Jones
sidered and commented upon under more proceeds to explain that lie did not really
specific charges hereafter considered, yuur mean to say w hat he did in his letter to
Mr. Ludd and assorting that he "can not
committee does not now do so.
Supplemental Charge 1. Tins in the now recall that tho names of Fiske and
words oi thecharge is: "That thetrostees 1'rince were mentioned by you (Hood),
of the university, named asl'rince, Fiske, though 1 (Jones) suppose they were." lie
Thornton, Seligmau Spiegel lert? Gilders-leeve- , declares positively as to the phr:i30 knifwith H. O. Lidd, a congregational ing and robbing' that lie does "not reminister, at their head, encouraging tl. em, member that u single name was men
were knifing and robbing Mr Houghton, tioned in that sentence," thus indicating
the largest benefactor of the university." a decided failure of memory since his
It is addmitted that this charge- relates letter of two weeks earlier date, when he
to certain bind transactions in Saiila Fo distinctly remembered the name of Mr.
in which .Mr. Ladd ae:od as tho fluent of Selignian as having been so used, and a
Mr. Houghton, a resident of Boston, -- till ureater loss of memory since the
date of his letter to Mr. Ladd. Furtbe
Mass.
To this charge Mr. Hood files in his on in this letter Mr. Jones states that the
written answer an unqualified denin!.
phrase "knifing and robbing" was only
Tliat the statement if made as to any used of those who did knife and rob and
of the trustees was and is false is show n not of those w ho did not knife and rob,
by the testimony under oath of Gov. thus again admitting that it was used;
Prince, and Messrs. Seligmau, Fiske, and, thereupon, apparently not having
J.add, Giidersleeve, l ie oc, Gray and adjusted matters to his entire satisfaction
Fisher. Gov. l'rinoe declines under oath he abandons the held of explanation for
that lie has never had any dealings di- that of exhortation and threats, charitably
rectly or indirectly with Mr, Ladd con- opening up an avenue of escape tor some
cerning tiie Houghton hind transactions of the trustees, including in the list of
and no knowledge of any association of knifers and robbers, by declaring that if
Mr. Hood says
Mr. Ladd with any person for the purpose such of the trustrees'as
of robbing or injmingMr. Houghton. Mr. did not knife and rob want to have "us
F.ske in his sw orn statement denies the nil here," bo sure they did knife and rob,
truth of tin c barge so far as it leiates to then they w ill proceed to do all they can
htm personally, and states that ho does against Mr. Hood, but if they want such
not know of any combination or associa- persons to think "well of them as hontion for the purpose oi' robbing or kniling est, upright men" they will at once drop
Mr. Houghton and does net believe any any hostility to "Mr. Hood, accept Mr.
such ever existed, and that the money Jones' troubles explanations" and "conpaid to him for his services in examining sider that you (Hood) did nothing hurttitles for Mr. Houghton was but little ful to them!" This letter, like its predeinoTe than one hull' what such services cessor, is quite bitter upon Mr. Ladd for
were worth. To the same effect is the tes- what its writer terms Mr. I.add's misintimony of Mr. Selignian, who testifies terpretation of his first letter, wholly
among other things that the profits on overlooking that it was not Mr. Ladd's
sales made through him to Mr. Hough- inteipretution, but the interpretation given
ton was but about 10 per cent, which, to his letter by such distinguished memwhen the experience in ami facilities of bers of your board as the Kevs. Ward,
Mr. Selignian for making such purchases Hoy and Gilberl, together with others of
are considered, is not by any means u the trustees, exclusive of Mr. Ladd, that
largo profit and indeed is a small pruftt in had made Mr. Hood's appeal for an exsuch transactions where the purchases planation of that letter uecefsnry.
These letters leave a decided impresere, as many of them were in the Houghton purchase, of small holdings. Without sion upon your committee unfavorable to
attempting to mention all tho testimony Mr. Jones' talents for explaining the
before your committee as to the truth or meaning of his own letters. He is, your
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